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ABSTRACT
The photon receptor
, rhodops i n , and the GTP- bi ndi ng regul atory
protei n , transduci n , belong to a fami ly of G protei n-coupl ed receptors.
The activation process through 
which guanine nucleotide exchange of the 
protein is accomplished was investigated utilizing these components of the
v i sua 1 t ransduct i on system. Rhodopsin , modelled as an enzyme in its
interaction with substrates
, transducin and guanine nucleotides, was
characterized to catalyze the G protein
s activation by a double-
di spl acement mechanism. Remarkable allosteric behavior was observed in
these kinetic studies. , Equilibrium binding studies were performed to
investigate the molecular basis of the positive cooperative behavior
between transduci n and rhodopsi n. These experiments show that the 
origi ns
of the allosterism must arise from oligomeric assemblies between 
receptor
and G protei The determi ned Hi11 coefficient, nH 
= 2 , suggests that at
least two transducin molecules are involved
, and the B
max parameter a1so
i ndi cates that mul t imeri c assemb 1 i es of rhodops in may part i ci pate in the
positive cooperative interactiions. Physical studies.of transducin in
solution were performed and do not indicate the existence of a 
dimer'
structure, in contrast to the ki netic and bi ndi ng experiments which
analyze interactions at the membrane surface. Si nce the atter
envi ronment represents the native surroundi 
ngs vivo , aspects of the
allosteric behavior must be considered for a complete understanding 
of the
signal transduction mechanism. The reported fi ndi ngs are interpreted in
the context of homol ogi es between other G protei n-coupl ed receptor systems
in order to develop a model for the molecular basis of the mechanism and
regulation of this mode of signal transduction.
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CHAPTER
INTRODUCTION: LITERATURE REVIEW
A family of GTP- binding proteins
, called G proteins
, has been shown
to provide a signal transduction mechanism for many 
cell surface
receptors. These receptors act catalyt i cally to medi ate the guani 
nucleotide exchange of G proteins: thi s process is referred to as
activation and results in the displacement of bound 
GDP for GTP. The
concomitant dissociation of the G protein s a subunit, with GTP bound
from the 8Y subunit complex initiates the 
signal to elicit the appropriate
cellul ar response. One example of such a signal transduction system is
the photon receptor
, rhodopsin , and its G protein
, transducin. Th is G
protein-coupl ed receptor system has been chosen in order to investigate
the molecular events involved in the activation process. The fa 11 owi ng
points provide a framework in which the study takes context.
Homologies Between Receptor-
GTP Binding Protein ystems
Signal transduction for a variety of hormone 
receptors involves
GTP- binding proteins
, which mediate changes in cell function , metabolism
and growth (1). Several proteins comprise a family of GTP- binding
regul atory el ements (G protei ns). Perhaps the best known exampl e of thi 
type of transduction mechanism is the 
adenyl ate cyclase system , which in
many cell types is under regul atory control exerted through the
stimulatory G
s protein and the inhibitory Gi protein. Transduc in
(GT) is also a member of this family, regulating the activity of 
the rod
cell cGMP phosphodi esterase. A fOlJrth r,TP_ hinrJi.. n"'
'Jtein , G o, has
III
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been identified in brain; however , no known function has been correlated
with its activity. Accumulating evidence suggests the possible existence
of other G proteins as well
, with different rEgulatory functions.
GTP- binding proteins have been implicated to function in Ca2+ 
and
I::
;11
ii!rarachidonate mobilization by stimulating phospholipase C (G
plc) or
phospholipase A2 (G pla ) (3-8).
activator of K+ channels (9).
111
Another G protei n , GK, is thought to be an
Fi nally, other effector systems under
regulatory control of G proteins may also include both the 
positive and
negative regulation of voltage- gated Ca2+ channels and possible negative
regulation of phospholipase C (10).
A broad range of cell surface receptors coupl e to the effector
systems listed above via the regulatory G proteins. These include
receptors for adrenergic and muscarinic agents
, as well as peptide
hormones such as ACTH , LH , FSH , and GRF. The list of hormones which
interact with G protein-coupled receptors also includes glucagon
secretin , and vasopressin. Chemotactic factors (FMLP), thrombin
bombesin , histamine , and prostaglandins are among the other ligands which
exert effects through this signal transduction mechanism. Receptor for
environmental factors such as light
, olfactory and taste signals also are
coupl ed to G protei ns. Thi s survey of G protei n-coupl ed receptors is far
from complete (10), but serves to underscore the variety of 
stimuli which
ii!
utilize this mode of signal transduction.
The structural homol ogi es observed between G protei ns have advanced
our understandi ng of the rel ati onshi ps between the GTP- bi ndi ng regul atory
elements. These protei ns are heterot rimers composed of a, S, and y
subunits. The a subunits range in size from 39 to 52 kD and 
contain the
site for guanine nucleotide binding as well as the GTPase activity
associ ated wi th thei r funct ion. The fact that the a subunits serve as
substrates for ADP-ribosylation by either cholera or pertussis 
toxins has
greatly aided in elucidating the physiological role of G proteins (11 12).
Recently, the nucleotide sequences of cDNA' s for six distinct a subunits
III
,II
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have been published: transducin (rod) (13 15), transducin (cone) (16), G
(17-21), Gi- l (19 20), Gi-2 (21) and G (19). The strong conservation
observed in primary sequence serves to emphasize the relationship between
members of the G protein family, whereas structural differences may hold
the key to understanding their functional roles.
The By subunits of G proteins are isolated as a 
non-covalent complex
which is dissociated only under denaturing conditions. The B subunits of
and Gi have been found to be identical in molecular weight (35 kD),
amino acid composition
, and peptide maps (22). Not surprisingly, they are
functionally equivalent
, serving to aid in the activation of either G
Gi a. Identical cDNAs coding for the B subunit of transducin (23
24) and
(25) have been isolated. Another form of B (36 kD) has also been
identified and shown to be immunologically distinct from the 35 kD species
(26) . The y subun i t does exh i bi t some heterogenei ty between di fferent G
protei ns. Peptide maps of Y subunits of and Gi are identical
, but
differ remarkably from maps of transducin s Y subunit (27). Immunological
evidence also indicates GTY is distinct fr n G /GiY (28). The Y subunit
of transducin has been cloned and its primary sequence suggests that the
peptide is fairly hydrophilic (29-31). This is consistent with the fact
that transducin may be isolated as a soluble protein
, in contrast to other
G prot ins which require solubilization by detergent. Thus, the
" .
prediction has been made that the Y 
subunits of G
s/Gi are hydroPhobic in
nature, and in the complex with the B subunit
, provide a membrane anchor
for the a subunit of G proteins.
Gilman and collaborators (1 33) have advanced the hypothesis that
the BY subunit complex may play
a regulatory role by allowing
communication between G proteins which share these subunits in 
common.
Thus , BY released from Gi upon receptor activation can functionally serve
to inhibit adenylate cyclase by 
re-associating with free G
subunits.
limiting the amount of free a 
subunit, the common By subunits would allow
C ros s- tal k 
II between di 
fferent receptors 
"h i ch must simultaneously respond
through this signal transduction mechanism.
All of the current evidence supports an 
emerging picture in which G
proteins provide a complex communication 
network that is coordinately
regulated and through which a given extracellular stimu1us may exert
pl eotropic effects. The reTationships between the family of G
protei n-coupl ed regul atory systems is strengthened by studi 
es showi ng the
interchangeability of G proteins between different receptor 
systems.
Rhodopsin has been found to be capable of activating Gi as well a
(34-37). The B-adrenergic receptor can activate not 6nly G
s but also G(38). These observations suggest that in addition to the conservation in
G protein structure
, receptors which mediate signal transduction via this
mechanism must also share a high degree of conservation in 
tertiary
s t ru c t u r e . Indeed , striking homology has been observed in the primary
sequences of rhodopsin (39-41), the B-adrenergic receptor (42-44) and the
muscarinic receptor (45), particularly in those regions predicted to
compose membrane bi ayer doma ins. Immunological evidence also suggests
i'l
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structural conservation between domains of rhodopsin and the 
s-adrenergic
receptor (46). Therefore , molecular studies on the interactions between
rhodopsin and transducin can provide insight into 
structural and
functional relationships among the class of hormone 
receptors known to
exert thei r effects through GTP- bi ndi ng protei ns.
Vi sual Transduction
II,
III
The integral membrane protei n , rhodopsi n , is the primary protei 
constituent present in the outer segment discs of rod cells. The
photoisomerization of its chromophore
, ll- cis- retinal leads to the
hyperpolerization of the rod cell plasma membrane by a 
signal transduction
mechanism which appears to involve cGMP and Ca Photolyzed rhodopsin
catalytically activates the GTP- binding protein
, transducin , which in turn
act ivates a cGMP phosphodi esterase (PDE) (47). The responsiveness of the
photoreceptor to ight becomes reduced after photoexcitation
, a process
which is known as light adaptation (48). The mechani sm of thi s regul atory
phenomenon has been proposed to be exerted 
vi a the phosphoryl ation of
rhodopsin (49-53). Although a compl ete pi cture Of. vi sual transduct i on has
yet to emerge , the following observations must be integrated into'
coherent model
and they are outlined to provide guidelines in 
which to
relate molecular studies to cellular physiology.
The modulation of cGMP levels has been implicated in the
phototransduction mechanism: in patch clamp studies, exposure of the
cytoplasmic surface of isolated membrane 
patches to low levels of cGMP
opens ion channels (54) and this 
event appears to be regulated by the
III
III
cooperative binding of two molecules of cGMP to the 
channel protein
. (55)
It is proposed that the channels are maintained in an open state 
in the
IIII
Iii
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dark by high levels of cGMP
, and that light activates the rapid hydrolysis
of cGMP , which causes the channels to close. Cytoplasmic levels of Ca++
are also increased in response to light, and it has been observed that
increased levels of Ca++ decrease the light sensitivity of rod cells
( 48 56 , 57) . The latter obs rvation suggests that Ca++ may mediate light
adaptation , and it has been shown for the L imulus photoreceptor that
inositol triphosphate (InsP3) may also be involved in this
III1
III
desensitization. Increased levels of InsP3 are detected upon
photoexcitation , and when injected into photoreceptors
, InsP3 has been
shown to reduce responsiveness to subsequent fl ashes of ight (58). The
proposed general rol e of I nSP3 as a cal ci um-mobil i zi ng i ntracellul ar
second messenger suggests that it acts to release internal stores of Ca++
(59). Although there are clear differences in visual transduction between
vertebrate rod cell s and invertebrate photo receptors , it is i nteresti ng to
note that generation of InsP3 is a 
result of hydrolysis of
phosphotidyl inositol 4 , bi sphosphate wi th the concommi tant rel ease of
diacylglycerol (DAG). This hydrolysis is mediated' by activation of
phospholipase C, an enzyme which in other 
cell types has been id!ntified
to be controlled by GTP- binding proteins (3 4).
In mammalian rod cells
, rhodopsin is phosphorylated upon exposure to
light by rhodopsin kinase
, a regulatory mechanism which has been
implicated to be involved in light adaptation (49). Rhodopsi n ki nase
itself does not require photoactivation; rather it appears that rhodopsin
undergoes a light- induced conformational change which allows
phosphoryl ation to occur. vitro measurements of PDE activity reveal
that addition of ATP and rhodopsin kinase diminish the light-stimulated
II'
iii
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activity of PDE mediated by rhodopsin s activation of transducin (52).
Recent evi dence has also demonst rated the presence of a Ca++/ phospho 1 i pi d-
dependent protein kinase in rod cells (60 61). Commonly referred to as
protein kinase C , the enzyme s activity is stimulated by the presence of
DAG and its Ca++ dependent transl ocati on to the membrane surface results
in phosphory1ation of rhodopsin. This phenomenon provides a specul ative
role for the increased Ca++ levels involved in the adaptation process.
Protein kinase C has been found to phosphorylate rhodopsin in 
the dark , as
well as after bleaching. Hence , phosphoryl at i on by protei n ki nase C may
provide a regulatory mechanism independent of light activation.
The structural and topographical information known for the rod cell'
visual pigment has been reviewed by several investigators (63-64). The
current model for the disposition of rhodopsin s 348 amino acid length
predi cts that the integral membrane protei n has seven transmembrane
domains with approximately half of the protein
s mass embedded in the
1 i pid env ironment. The carboxy- terminal tail , which contains the serine
and threonine residues phosphorylated by rhodopsin
. kinase and protein
kinase C , is exposed to the cytoplasm along with three hydrophilic loop
regions which connect the hydrophobic membrane-spanning 
'domains. The
cytoplasmic face of rhodopsin represents about one-quarter of the protein
mass with the remaining mass occluded in the lumen of the 
rod cell outer
disc. The latter portion of rhqdopsin represents three more hydrophilic
connecting loop regions as well as the amino-terminal tail which contains
two short asparagine-linked oligosaccharide chains. The seven
membrane-spanning domains are thought to have an a- helical conformation
and to be arranged in a horse-shoe configuration in relation to 
one
another , similar to the folding pattern observed for bacteriorhodopsin.
unique lysine is present at the predicted midpoint of the most C-
terminal
helix. This residue exists as a protonated Schiff base with
ll- cis- retinal. Thus , the inside surfaces of the membrane-spanning
domains must neutralize this charge and provide a binding pocket for the
chromophore. Given this structural framework
. little information is known
II.
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about functional aspects which contribute to rhodopsin
s role in visual
transduction.
Mechanism of Rhodo sin s Activation of Transducin
Rhodopsin s ability to mediate GDP-GTP exchange of transducin upon
photoexcitation has been characterized by observations based on binding
interactions (65-71). In the dark , transducin binds GDP with high
affi nity. Photon capture by rhodopsin induces formation of a
rhodopsin.transducin.GDP complex in such a way that the affinity for 
GDP
is lowered , and exchange for GTP occurs. The bi ndi ng of GTP to the
rhodopsin.transducin complex results in the dissociation of 
transducin.GTP
and a concomitant increase in transducin
s apparent affinity for GTP.
The specificity for GTP in this exchange induces dissQciation of 
transduci n s subunits , a.GTP and sy. Phosphodi esterase activation Occcurs
via the interaction between a. GTP and an inhibitory subunit of PDE (72).
The a subunit exhibits a slow GTPase activity, and upon 
hydrolysis, a.GDP
binds with sy to form holo- transducin. Sub s eq u e n t y, the i n h i bit a ry
subunit can reassociate with PDE to prevent its activity. One bleached
rhodopsin is estimated to activate 102 GTP- binding proteins, which
III
interact to st imul ate 103 PDE s: this cascade results in an amplification
of 105 The advantages of this transduction system lie not only in its
amplification: the exchange of GTP for GDP may occur very rapidly, much
more so than , for example , a covalent modification
, and due to the
hydro lys is of GTP , the system has been set to turn off in a temporal
manner which reflects the amount of bleaching which has occured.
Characterization of the molecular interactions between rhodopsin and
transducin has been limited to the model discussed above. Several key
questions remain , however , concerning the molecular mechanism through
whi ch the receptor interacts wi th the G protei These quest ions are not
only pertinent to our knowledge of the physiology and regulation 
of visual
transduction , but also are vital to understanding the structural and
functional relationships between other G protein-coupled receptor systems.
The advantages of addressing these issues utilizing components of the
visual signal transduction mechanism are clear: rhodopsi n is highly
abundant in rod outer disc membranes which serve as a source to purify
large quantities of the receptor; transducin , unlike other G proteins, is
a soluble protein which may also be isolated in milligram quantities from
retina; rapid methods of purification are 
avail abl for both receptor and
G protein; and sequence i nformati on is avai 1 abl e not only for rhodopsi n
(39-41), but also for each of transducin s subunits (13- 29-31).
Thus , it is possible to begin to define structure- function relationships
at the molecular level in hopes of providing insight into the conserved
homologies between G protein-coupled receptor transduction systems. The
approach employed here is to model the receptor, rhodopsin , as an enzyme
which catalytically interacts with substrates
, transducin and guanine
nucleotides. Therefore , the kinetic methods which have provided a
fundamental basis in mechanistic studies of soluble enzymes are utilized
in order to define molecular events involved in the activation process.
The- use of this method provides a conceptual basis for understanding
structural interactions and the 
regul ation of the signal transduction
mechani sm associ ated wi th the fami ly of G protei n-coupl ed receptors.
ii'
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CHAPTER I I
METHODS AND MATERIALS
Pre aration Transducin and Rhodo sin
Transducin and stripped membranes containing rhodopsin were prepared
from rod outer segments (ROS) i sol ated from frozen , dark-adapted bovi ne
retinas following protocols adapted from Fung 
. (65 70). Th awed
reti nas were pl aced in i ce-col d 20 mM Tri s, pH 7. , 1 mM CaC12, 45% (WI 
sucrose and passed several times through a syringe; ROS disrupted in this
manner were collected by flotation , washed in buffer without sucrose, and
pooled before being layered over a step gradient of 25% and 35% (W/w
sucrose in 20 mM Tris , pH 7. 1 mM CaC12. ROS were collected from the
25%/35% interface after centri fugat i on at 100 000 x 9 for 30 mi nutes 
, and were subjected to a series of extensive washes. The fi rst seri es
of four isotonic washes were carried out in a buffer of 10 mM Tris, pH
, 100 mM NaCl , 5 mM MgC12, 1 mM DTT
, 0. 1 mM EDTA; the ROS were then
washed four times in a hypotonic buffer of 10 mM Tris , pH 7. , 1 mM DTT,
o . 1 mM ED T A . These centrifugation steps were perfo ed at 100 OOO,x g for
15 minutes at 4
All of the preparative methods were performed with illumination in
order to obtain transducin , which was extracted from the washed ROS by
incubation for 15 minutes in 10 mM Tris , pH 7. 1 mM DTT, 0. 1 mM EDTA , in
the presence of 40 M GTP , fa 11 owed by centri fugat i on at 100 000 x g for
15 mi nutes at 4 The supernatant , containing transducin, was collected
and subjected to dialysis against 10 mM Tris, pH 7. 100 mM NaCl , 5 mM
MgC12, 1 mM DTT
, 0. mM EDTA, and concentrated 25- fol d by vacuum
di alys i s. This procedure yielded preparations of transducin which were at
least 90% pure , as judged by Coomassie staining on SDS- polyacrylamide gels
rout 1 nely run to assess the qual i ty of the product (see, for exampl e,
Figure 13). Equimolar amounts of transducin s subnits were present, as
verified by their comigration in sucrose gradient centrifugation analysis
(Figure 18). Typically, transducin was immediately employed in the
kinetic assays; if stored
, the preparation was made 50% in glycerol and
kept at - Transducin s a subunit was further purified and separated
from the Sy subunit complex by chromatography over Blue Sepharose (73 74).
Purified a subunit was concentrated
, dialyzed and manipulated as described
for holotransducin. In some experiments, holo- transducin was further
purified by chranatography over hexyl-agarose as described by 
Fung 
(65).
Stri pped membranes contai ni ng rhodopsi n were prepared under dim red
light following the steps outlined above. After the i sotoni c and
hypotonic washes , the ROS were further extracted with urea, according to
methods described by Yamazaki 
. (73). ROS were suspended in 20 mM
Tris , pH 7. 1 mM EDTA , 2 mM MgC12' 0. 5 mM DTT , and a solution of 5 M
urea , 50 mM HEPES , pH 8. , 5 mM EDTA , 0. 5 mM DTT was added such that the
final concentration of urea was 4. 7 M. This suspension was kept on ice
and i ntermi ttently passed through a syri nge wi th an attached 21 G needl e
for a peri ad of 60 mi nutes, after wh i ch time 20 mM HEPES, pH 8.
, 2 mM
EDTA , 0. 5 mM DTT was added to di 1 ute the urea 5- fo 1 d. Thi s mi xture was
centrifuged at 100 000 x g for 30 minutes at 4 C; the pelleted membranes
were then washed once with 20 mM HEPES
, pH 8. , 2 mM EDTA, 0. 5 mM DTT and
three times with 20 mM Tris
, pH 7. 1 mMEDTA , 0. 5 mM DTT, and stored at
- 7 0 0 C i n th e 1 at t e r bu f fer. This preparation yields a spectral ratio
A280/A498 of 1.
, comparable to values of 1. 8 obtained by other
puri fi cat i on methods. Rhodops i n concentration was determi ned from its
absorbance at 498nm
, using a molar extinction coefficient of 42
700 M-
cm- 1 (75). Rhodopsin was further purified by solubilization in 
octyl
glucoside and subsequent chromatography over 
concanaval in A-Sepharose
(76); reconstitution into vesicles containing egg phosphat idyl choline and
phosphat idyl ethanolamine was accomplished by dialysis (77). Control
experiments i ndi cated that 1 ess than 1% of the rhodops in popul at i on was
photolyzed prior to exposure to room light.
K i net i c Meas urements
(35SJ- GTPYS , a non- hydrolyzable GTP analog, was employed to monitor
guanine nucleotide exchange of transducin catalyzed by photo-activated
rho d op sin. Purity of the radiolabelled compound was evaluated by thin
ayer chromatography on PEl-cellulose
, with 0. 5M K2HP04 as developing
buffer. Initial rate measurements were obtained by a filtration 
assay
which takes advantage of the fact that transducin. will bind to
nitrocellulose filters. A 300 l reaction mixture typically cont ined 5.
nM rhodopsin
, with appropriate concentrations of transducin and
(35SJ- GTPYS , 1. 2x105 cpm/pmol
, in 10 mM Tris
, pH 7. 100 mM NaCl , 5 mM
MgC1 2' 1 mM DTT , 0. 1 mM EDTA.
kept at 4 C just prior to use.
Components of the reaction mixture were
A 11 measurements were made at 
ambi ent
temperature. Rhodopsin was photolyzed under room light
, mixed with
(35SJ- GTPYS , and incubated 1 mi nute. The exchange reaction was initiated
by the rapid addition of transducin
, and 50 l aliquots were withdrawn at
timed intervals (5-60 seconds), filtered through nitrocellulose filters
(Schleicher and Schuell BA85) and immediately washed with two 3. 5 ml
aliquots of ice-cold buffer (10 mM Tris, pH 7. 100 mM NaCl , 5 mM MgC12,
o . 1 mM ED T A) . The filters were dissolved in scintillation fluid
, and the
amount of (35SJ- GTPYS associated with the filters was measured in a
Beckman LSC.
Prel imi nary resul ts i ndi cated that 80% of transduci n present in the
reaction mixture bound to the nitrocellulose. Accordingly, all
calculations incorporated this correction factor. Initial rates of the
exchange reaction were determined from the slopes of plots of (35SJ- GTP
bound versus time representing that portion of the progress curve which
was linear (see, for example , Figure 3). In control experiments, the
amount of (35SJ-GTPYS bound by transducin in the absence of rhodopsin was
measured , and the calculated rate was utilized to correct for a final
initial velocity, v a' corresponding to the rhodopsin-catalyzed reaction.
In the absence of transducin , it was determi ned that less than 0. 01% of
the bound cpm caul d be attributed to the rhodopsi n preparation or
background (35SJ-GTPYS associated with the filter. ' The measured initial
rates were proportional to rhodopsin concentration under 
all experimental
conditions , and were obtained within a time period in which no more than
10% of the maximum extent of reaction occurred (see Figures 1 and 3).
Initial velocities as a function of variable transducin concentration
were determined at several fixed levels of (35SJ-GTPYS concentration.
Graphically, reciprocal values of velocity were plotted against the
reciprocals of substrate concentrations to generate Lineweaver-Burke
plot s. Any occasional points which deviated greatly were discarded. The
Iii
:11
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data were fit to equation (lJ using a non- linear least squares method
app
a = Vmax
/appKm + (SJ (lJ
assuming equal variance for the velocities; calculations were made using
an adaptation of a BMDP program. In the case of sigmoidal curves, the
data were fit to the approximated equation (2J di scussed in Appendix I and
in reference 78.
app
v 0 = V max
app(SJ Km + (SJ2 (2J
app
The values of K
app
and Vmax were provi ded wi th standard errors of thei 
estimates.
Initial rates were also determined as described above for the
following non-catalyzed reaction (in the absence of rhodopsin):
Transduc in + GTPY Transduc i n.' GTPY S
The rate equation for this reaction may be written in terms of initial
velocity, v
a = d (Transducin. GTPYSJ = kf (TransducinJq (GTPYSJ
where q + r = n , n representing reaction order
, and kf indicating the rate
constant for the reaction. In linear form:
ln va = ln kf + q ln (TransducinJ + r ln (GTPYSJ
Accordi ngly the parameters kf, q and r were cal cul ated from the slopes
and intercepts determi ned for plots of 1 n v 0 versus 1 n (Transduci nJ or 1 n
!!I
(GTPySJ, wi th respect to constant concentrat i on of the appropri ate
reaction component (see , for example , Figures 16 and 17).
uilibrium Bindin Ass
A centrifugation technique was developed to monitor the binding of
transducin to rhodopsin. Transduc in (0. 005- M) and rhodops 
(0. 05- 0 . 15 M) were suspended to 1 ml in a buffer contai ni ng 10 mM Tri 
pH 100 mM NaCl , 5 mM MgC12, 1 mM DTT, 0. 1 mM EDTA. Triplicate
samples were incubated in the presence or absence of light for 30 minutes
and then centrifuged for 15 min at 10 000 x g at 4 Aliquots (100 
of the supernatants were taken , and the remaining volume was carefully
removed by aspi rat ion. The pell ets , contai ni ng transduc in bound to
rhodopsin , were immediately resuspended in 200 l of buffer and samples
which had been maintained in the dark were subjected to photolysis at this
time. To the supernatant al iquots, photolyzed rhodopsi n was added such
that the amount was equivalent to that isolated in the pellets. A 50 
aliquot of (35SJ-GTPYS (3. 5 x 103 cpm/pmol) was added to all samples with
a final concentration of 1 After a 60 mi nute i ncubat ion , 200 
aliquots were filtered through nitrocellulose filters. and washed twice
with 3 ml aliquots of ice-cold buffer. The amount of (35SJ- GTPYS
associated with the filter , which reflects the amount of transducin
present , was measured by scintillation counting in a Beckman LSC.
Corrections for background were made using values obtained for control
samples measured in the absence of transducin.
performed at ambi ent temperature.
All measurements were
The use of the GTPYS binding assay to measure transducin activity
associ ated wi th the pell ets or supernatants rel i es on the fact that the G
lii
iii
protein binds guanine nucleotides with a 1:1 stoichiometry. The GTPYS
binding reaction was complete within 60 minutes at saturating
concentrations of rhodopsin and GTPYS employed. The amount of transducin
determined to be present in the pellet was calculated as that amount
bound; values determined for the supernatant aliquots were adjusted for
the total assay volume and calculated as free transducin. Determi nat ions
for the triplicate samples were routinely within 3% of one another
, and
the average of these val ues was employed for Scatchard analysi s. The data
presented are representative of at east 3 independent experiments
performed in thi s manner. Measurements of the total transducin
concentrations employed in the binding assay were also accomplished by
measuri ng the amount of C SJ- GTPY S incorporated in the presence of
rhodopsi n , and these val ues were wi thi n 5% compared to the total amount of
free and bound transducin determined for each point.
P h s i cal Measurements
Sucrose density gradient centrifugation experiments were accompl i shed
'tlith a 4. 5 ml linear 5-20% gradient in 10 mM Tris, pH 7. 100 mM NaCl , 5
mM MgC12' 1 mM DTT , 0. 1 mM EDTA. Sampl es contai ni ng , protei n of i"nterest
along with marker proteins (catalase
, S20, w = 11. 3S; BSA , S20, w = 4. 31S
cytochrome C, S20 w = 1. 71S) were overlayed and subjected to
centri fugat i on at 40 000 rpm for 13 hours in a Beckman Ti 50. 1 rotor.
Following fractionation into 250 l aliquots, samples were analyzed by
SDS-PAGE and by densitometry of the resultant Coomassi e- stai ni ng pattern.
Gel filtration over Sephacryl S-300 (Pharmacia) was accomplished using a
5 x 80 cm column with a flow rate of 1 ml/min. The buffer employed in
these studi es contai ned 10 mM Tri s , pH 7. 4, 100 mM NaCl , 5 mM MgC12, 1 mM
DTT , 0. 1 mM EDTA. Void volume was measured by monitoring the migration of
Blue Dextran , total volume was obtained using (3HJ-H20. The column was
calibrated using the following standards with their respective Stokes
r ad i i : chymotrYPsinogen
, 20. 9 A , BSA , 35. 5 A , catalase , 52. 2 A, and
galactosidase , 69. 1 A. One ml fractions were collected and protein
content was assayed by the method of Bradford (79) as well as by SDS-PAGE.
GTPYS binding in the presence of rhodopsin was measured by the filtration
assay described above in order to monitor the elution of transducin 
and
its a subunit (Figure 19). SDS-PAGE was performed by methods described by
Laemmli (80). Immunob 1 ott i ng experiments were performed by
electrophoresing protein from SDS-PAGE gels to nitrocellulose at 380 mA
for 20 mi nutes. The bl at was incubated wi th a 1: 100 di uti on of
antibodies in Tween- PBS , washed , and (125IJ- protein A was added; immuno-
reactivity was detected by autoradiography.
Materi al s
Transducin and rhodopsin were obtained using frozen
, dark-adapted
bovine retinas purchased fr n J. Lawson and Co.
, Lincoln, NB. (35SJ- GTPy 5
was from New England Nuclear
, and GTPY$ was obtained from Boehringer-
Mannheim. All other materi al s were reagent grade and purchased from
Sigma.
CHAPTER I I I
ALLOSTERIC BEHAVIOR IN TRANSDUCIN ACTIVATION MEDIATED BY RHODOPSIN:
INITIAL RATE ANALYSIS OF GUANINE NUCLEOTIDE EXCHANGE
Results and Discussion
Initial rate analysis provides a polt/erful tool in order to
i nvesti gate the mechani cs of catalyzed react ions. Thi s method may be
utilized to study catalytic interactions between photolyzed rhodopsin and
its substrates, transducin and guanine nucleotides. The val idity of this
kinetic approach relies on the capacity to measure initial rates of the
react ion , thereby all owi ng an i nterpretat i on of the data based on
steady- state assumptions. A functional means to ensure initial velocity
measurements is to employ experimental conditions such that measured rates
are proporti anal to enzyme concentrati on. Fi gure 1 presents the 1 i near
relationship between initial velocity and rhodopsin concentration,
determined in the catalyzed reaction between transducin , GT, and
(35SJ- GTPYS:
(GDP) + GTPYS
rhodops in
(GTPYS) + GOP
The non- hydrolyzable GTP analog, GTPyS , was employed to study the guanine
nucleotide exchange reaction in order to avoid possible interference
arising from the slow GTPase activity intrinsic to Ta. The rate of
production of GT.(GTPYS) was monitored by rapid filtration through
nitrocellulose filters which bind transducin. Experimental detail s of the
exchange reaction assay are described in Chapter II, and discussed below.
Typically, a rhodopsin concentration of 5. 4 nM was employed in the initial
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FIGURE 1 Linear relationshi between rhodo sin concentration and rate of
uanine nucleotide exchan e reaction. Initial velocities, v
o, weredetermi ned from the slopes of progress curves measured for the react ioncatalyzed by rhodopsin (2. 10. 7 nM) with 0. 10 M C SJ-GTPYS and 0. 25 transducin. The initial velocities were corrected for the rate of
reaction measured in the absence of rhodopsin. Shown is the plot of v
pmol C35SJ- GTPYS bound/min , as a function of rhodopsin concentration( nM) .
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FIGURE 2 Selw ! s 2l reaction ress 
A function the roductrhodo sin concentration multi lied Bl time The amount of SJ- GTPYSexchanged on, transducin was determined by filtration through
nitrocellulose filters; 50 l aliquots were withdrawn from a 
300 react i on assay, rapidly fi tered and immedi ately washed twi ce wi th buffer.Assay mixtures contained a 0.
25 M transducin , 0. M (35SJ- GTPyS, andrhodopsin concentrations as follows: 5.4 nM (0), 6.4 nM (e), 8 nM 
(=),
and 10.7 nM (0). The measured amount of radioactivity associated withthe fi ters is proportional to the amount of (35SJ-
GTPYS bound totransducin. The product of rhodopsin concentration (nM) multiplied by thereact i on time (seconds) is plotted versus the amount of (35SJ-GTPYS (pmo 1)determi ned for that time poi nt.
rate assays, wi thi n the 1 i near range i ndi cated by the resul t presented in
Figure 1 which confirms that initial velocities were measured under
steady-state conditions. A second concern was the possibility of
inactivation of rhodopsin complicating the measurement of reaction 
rates.
A simple test of this situation is provided by Selwyn I S plot , shown in
Figure 2. Thi s method is based on the reasoni ng that for any catalyzed
reaction , product formation is a function of enzyme concentration and
time; therefore , for any given extent of reaction
, the value of enzyme
concentration multiplied by time must be a constant. As Figure 2 shows,
this relationship was verified by the linear correlation between the
extent of reaction , pmol C35SJ-GTPYS bound , and CrhodopsinJ x time
, at
concentrations between 5. 10. 7 nM rhodopsin during time periods used in
the study. If time- dependent inactivation of rhodopsin were to conflict
with this measurement , distinct progress curves would be distinguished for
different concentrations of rhodopsin. The results of this experiment
eliminate the possibility that photoinactivation interferes with the
kinetic measurements. Finally, the isomerization of rhodopsin
chromophore II- cis retinal to all- trans initiates the. bleaching of ' the
photopigment produci ng a series of spectral changes, eventually
transforming rhodopsin to the metarhodopsin II form. I n order to ensure a
homogeneous popul?tion of rhodopsin molecules, the reaction components
were photolyzed a full minute prior to initiation of guanine 
nucleotide
exchange. Pre- incubation in the light for up to 30 minutes did not
qual itatively alter results. Thus , possible aberrations which might occur
at early time points due to the phototransition seem unlikely.
In order to fully investigate the catalytic mechanism of transducin
activation mediated by rhodopsin
, it is necessary to explore the
relationships between initial velocities measured at different substrate
concentrat ions
, CGT J and CGTPYSJ. Figure 3 shows a series of timecourse
measurements of guanine nucleotide exchange in reaction 
mixtures which
contained varying transducin concentrations and 0.
167 M (35SJ- GTPYS , in
the presence or absence of 5. 4 nM rhodopsin. As depicted , linear portions
of reaction progress curves were measured under the 
experimental
conditions used throughout this investigation. Initial rates were
obtai ned as the slopes of the generated 
1 i nes; the rate of exchange
measured in the absence of rhodopsi n was deducted from that determi ned in
its presence in order to obtain a value for the catalyzed 
reaction.
Serial determinations in this manner allow 
analysis of the relationship
between velocity and substrate concentration. The lower right panel of
Figure 3 presents the Michaelis- Menten curve of the initial velocities,
a' determined in this experiment
, as a function of transducin
concentration. The substrate-velocity relationship revealed an unexpected
finding - the sigmoidal nature of this curve is indicative of positive
cooperative allosteric behavi or. Analys is of the rate of the guani 
nucleotide exchange reaction for transducin in the absence of 
rhodopsin
showed no evidence of sigmoidal behavior (Chapter IV). Thi s latter resul 
impl i es that the cooperative effect resides in the interact 
ions between
rhodopsin and transducin rather than between GTPyS and transducin.
Since transducin is a heterotrimer of 
aSY subunits, it is possible
that the observed allosterism could involve molecular events 
between Ta
and rhodopsin , TSY and rhodopsin
, or Ta-TSy and rhodopsin. I n order to
discriminate between these possibilities
, purified Ta was separated from
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FIGURE 3 Timecourse of guanine nucleotide exchan transducin. A 300assay mixture was prepared by incubating 5. 4 nM rhodopsin and 0. 167 (j SJ- GTPYS ir. the light for 1 minute, and initiating the exchangereact i on by the addi t i on of the appropri ate amount of t ransduc in (asindicated in the figure panels). At times shown , a 50 01 sample waswithdrawn , rapidly filtered through nitrocellulose filters
, andimmediately washed with ice-cold buffer. I amount of radioactivitycounted is proporti 
onal to the amount of ( SJ- GTPY S exchanged ontransducin and is olotted as a function of 
time. The reaction time coursewas monitored in the presence (,) and absence (0) of rhodopsin
, andi ni t i al rates were determi ned from the 51 opes of these 1 i nes. Theexchange react i on rate in the absence of rhodops in was deducted from thatmeasured in its presence in order 
to obtain the initial veloCity for the
catalyzed exchange. As shown
, the linear portion of the reaction time
course was studied. Lower 
ht anel: Michaelis- Menten curve for theinitial velocities of the rhodopsin mediated guanine nucleotide exchange
determined as a function of transducin concentration. This plot shows therelationship between Y
o, pmol (35SJ-GTPYS bound/min
, and transducin, determi ned for the data shown.
TsY by column chromatography and 
employed in similar kinetic assays
, the
res lts of which are presented in Figure 
It shoul d be noted that the
initial rates measured in experiments with free Ta were markedly decreased
when compared to those obtained at similar 
concentrations of holo-
transduci n. Thi s can be expected since TSY has been shown to enhance the
interaction of Ta with rhodopsin (71). The Eadi e-Hofstee plot shows the
downwa rd curvature expected of a system di spl ayi ng pas it ive cooperat ive
behavi or. The fact that cooperativity is observed in the 
absence of TSY
indicates that the basis for this phenomenon must arise from interactions
between transduci S a subunit and the photoreceptor.
The dashed 1 i ne 
Fi gure 4 represents the curvature expected from a pas i t ive cooperative
interaction with n
app = 2, whereas the dotted line indicates the straight
line observed in the absence of cooperative behavior. This allosteric
response is corroborated by the 
Hi 11 pl at of data from a separate
experiment with holotransducin
, shown in Figure 5. The plot of log
o/Vmax-vo ) versus log (transducinJ displays a positive slope of
nH = 2. The Hill coefficient determined for a series of 
similar
experiments was found to be 1. 97 I 0.22 (n = 16). Analysis of kin tic
data obtained using purified Ta 
yielded a value of nH = 1. 95 I 0. 44 (n =
4) .
To complete the kinetic investigation
, initial velocities as a
function of transducin concentration were measured at 
several fixed levels
of (35SJ- GTPYS concentration. Fi gure 6 shows the resul ts from one such
experiment , presented in double reciprocal form. The Lineweaver- Burke
plots with respect to reciprocal transducin concentration (panel B) show
the curvature expected in a system di spl ayi ng pas i t ive cooperative
;: n app = I
. .
. I
cpp = 2
'10
FIGURE 4 Kinetics of Ta subunit activation. Purified a 
subunit fromtransducin was empl oyedin kinetic assays as described for Figure 
Initial rates were determined at concentrations of Ta from 0.
048- 592 and (GTPYSJ of 0. 15 M. Shown is the Eadie- Hofstee plot of V
o/(TaJ versusva (filled circles). The dashed line represents the normalized curve
expected from a system having a Hill coefficient of 
2. The dotted linedepicts the normalized straight line which 
is obtained in the absence of
allosteric behavior.
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FIGURE 5 Allosterism observed substrate-velocit 2l. Initialvelocities , vo' were determined for the rhodopsin-catalyzed reactionbetween 0. M (35 SJ- GTPrS and transducin at concentrations as indicatedin the figure. Measurements were performed as described for Figure 3
, ands imi 1 arly, the Mi chael i s- Menten curve generated by the pl ot of V
o as afunction of transducin concentration is sigmoidal in character. A value
app
of Vmax = 18. 34 I 0.86 pmol GTPrS bound/min was obtained for the
experimental data using non- linear regression analysis as described in
Chapter II. Inset shows Hill plot of data. Log (vo/Vmax - vaJ is plottedas a funct i on of log (Transduci nJ in order to analyze data accordi ng tothe Hill equation. As shown
, a positive slope corresponding to nH 
= 2.was determi ned.
behavi or. In the absence of allosteric behavior , these plots would be
expect ed to be 1 i near. Indeed , Lineweaver-Burke plots wi th respect to
reci procal sJ- GTPY S concentrati on do generate a seri es of parall 
lines (panel A). The Mi chael i s- Menten plots of C SJ- GTPY S concentrati on
versus initial velocity were always found to be of a normal hyperbolic
form. Data from these experiments were analyzed as detai 1 ed in the
Methods section. Secondary plots of the slopes of the double reciprocal
app app
1 i nes, (Km /Vmax ), were found to be independent of the square of
transducin concentration , CGTJ2 , and GTPYS concentration. Secondary plots
app
of the intercepts , (l/Vmax ), were found to be 1 i near wi th respect to CGT 
or CGTPYSJ, accordingly. The data were found to be in agreement wi th the
following initial rate equation , derived from principles of steady-state
kinetics and discussed in Appendix I.GT GTPYS 
= tmax PYSJ + 
The approximated initial velocity equation predicts that plots of
reciprocal velocity as a function of the reciprocal of the square of
transducin concentration would generate a series of parallel lines.
Figure 7 shows that this latter prediction is met; the linear
transformations are presented using data from panel B in Figure 6. From
the intercepts and slopes of the secondary plots determinations of theGT GTPYS
kinetic parameters may be made. Values of Km = 0. 5 x 10- 6 M2 , Km =
7 x 10-6M, and Vmax = 0. 0 x 10-8M/min were obtained from data
analysis of three individual experiments performed in this fashion. All
of the experimental data were found to agree quite well with the
approximated initial rate equation. However , in order to obtai n highly
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FIGURE 6 Lineweaver-
Burke lots for the rhOdo si n catal zed uani nenucleotide exchan e reaction. Initial velocities were determined at
Ying concentrations of transducin at 
several fixed levels of( SJ- GTPY S. Shown is represent at ive data from one of three experimentsin \-Jhich initial rates were obtained. Panel A: Double reciprocal plotsof v 1 as a function of (GTPYSJ-
, with transducin concentrations of 3 
11M(e), 0.75 11M (11), 11M (i.), 375 wM (Y), and 0. 3 wM ( ). A seriesof para11e1 lines are observed
, providing evidence of a doubledisplacement catalytic mechanism for rhodopsin. Panel B: Doublereciprocal , plots of v 1 as a function of (transducinJ-
, atcan c e n t rat 1 on s of G TP Y S of 1 11M (0), O. 25 w M (0 ), O. 167 11 M ( ), 0 . 12 5 11M(17 ), and 0. 11M (c:). The curvilinearity depicted in these plots isindicative of positive cooperative behavior. Units are: v 1 in terms of(pmol GTPYS bound/min)-l and substrate concentrations as (wM)-
. "
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FIGURE 7 Linear transformation Qf double reci
rocal lots with res ect 1Qtransducin. Shown is the experimental data from Figure 6
, Pane1 B
plotted as the inverse square of transduci n concentration ( M)- . A
series of parallel lines is generated
, supporting the rate equation asdiscussed in the text.
accurate values of the kinetic parameters given above, it is necessary to
include experimental data from rate assays containing concentrations of
substrates an order of magnitude higher than Km. This is the single
limitation of the kinetic studies, imposed by the constraints of obtaining
a large enough quantity of transducin within realistic means. It should
be emphasized , however , that this limitation by no means invalidates the
information obtained in support of the rate equation , it only indicates
that there wi 11 be some degree of error in the quantitati on of its ki netic
parameters.
Formally, catalyzed reactions fall into two categories: the
double- displacement type (also known as substituted enzyme or ping- pong
mechani sms) or the si ngl e- di spl acement type (al so referred to as ternary
complex or sequential mechanisms). These fi ndi ngs demonstrate that
rhodopsin catalyzes guanine nucleotide exchange by a double displacement
mechani sm and exhibits all osteri sm wi th respect to the GTP- bi ndi ng
protei n. If it is considered that the allosteric behavior arises from
positive cooperative interactions , the data describe the followi g model
which is presented in Figure 8A and detailed in Appendix lthough the
diagram depicts two binding sites for transducin on rhodopsin
, equivalent
schemes caul d be fonnul ated based on dimerization of transduci n and/or
rhodopsin. Here it is considered that transducin interacts with rhodopsin
in a manner which is sensitive to the presence of a second molecule of
transducin (as witnessed in the curvilinearity of the double reciprocal
plots of Panel B in Figure 6 and supported by the linear transformations
as the square of transducin concentration plotted in Figure 7).
indicated by Plowman (81), models of this type can be obtained if one of
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FIGURE 8 t1echanistic ath\ al10steric behavior. A: Diagram
indicating positive cooperative interactions between multiple binding
sites on rhodopsin. The double displacement catalytic mechanism is shown
by the re ease of GDP pri or to the bi ndi ng of GTPYS. B: Hysteres is is
modelled in this scheme as arising from the conversion of inactive Rho ' to
Rho: although a slow step, this process is enhanced by the presence of
transducin which induces the necessary conformeric alteration. Note that
a double- displacement pathway is also described for guanine nuc1eotide
exch ange.
the sites is essentially a regulatory rather than catalytic site; The
fact " that the allosterism is observed with the a subunit of transducin
(Figure 4) suggest that the cooperativity is localized to interactions
between rhodopsin and Ta. Thi s interact i on promotes the di spl acement of
the bound guanine nucleotide (GDP) (2, 3), generating a " substituted enzyme
complex " between rhodopsin and transducin , now devoid of guanine
nucleotide. The formation of the latter complex is predicted by the
nature of the parallel double reciprocal lines in Figs. 6 and 
Convergent 1 i nes waul d otherwi se i ndi cate the presence of a " ternary
complex ll which might be thought of in this case to represent a complex
between rhodopsin , transducin , and both guanine nucleotides. The GTP
analog, GTPYS , associates with the rhodopsin.transducin II substituted
enzyme ll complex , and causes activated transducin , with GTPYS bound, to
exit the reaction complex. The character of the rate equation and double
reciprocal plots re uires that the first guanine nucleotide (GDP) exit
from the reaction complex rior to the addition of GTPYS, defining a
daub 1 e- di spl acement mechani sm for the catalyt i c interact ions betw?en
rhodopsin , transducin , and guanine nucleotides. A It hough a
double- displacement type mechanism has been generally assumed
, this is the
first direct demonstration of this reaction mechanism.
An alternative model may be developed to explain the obserVed
all osteri sm , depi cted in Fi gure 8B. As shown, the exchange reaction
proceeds through a daub 1 e- di spl acement mechani sm, wh i ch is requi red by the
character of the double reciprocal plots. However , the possibil ity that
rhodopsin is a hysteretic enzyme must be considered (see discussion of
Scheme ' III in Appendix 1). In this model , transducin binds to an inactive
form of rhodopsin , Rho , promoting the conversion to the active form
, Rho
whic participates in the exchange reaction. The resul t s suggest that T a
would be intimately involved in this molecular event. The convers i on of
Rho I Rho is otherwi se a slow process representi ng hysteretic
act ivi ty. Since this isomerization is dependent on transducin
concentration , it is possible that sigmoidal behavior could be described
by incorporating hysteresis into models describing the kinetics of the
exchange process. Neet (82) and Ainsworth (83) have di scussed thi s aspect
of allosteric behavior to some length, which presents a distinct
alternative to models which involve cooperative interactions between
multiple binding sites. A key point in order to distinguish this
possibility is that hysteretic cooperativity can be witnessed only 
kinetic studies; measurements from equilibrium binding techniques would
not reveal thi s behavi or. Instead , oligomeric associations arising from
cooperative interactions would be observed (this is demonstrated by the
discussion in Appendix I). In order to further explore the molecular
basis for the allosteric behavior , a direct equilibrium binding a say was
developed , the results of which are presented in Chapter IV.
Conclusions
Interactions between rhodopsin and its substrates
, transducin and
GTPYS, may be investigated by employing initial rate analysis.
The initial rate studies describe a double- displacement catalytic
mechanism for rhodopsin.
Mi chael i s-Menten curves show allosteric behavi or wi th respect to
transducin , with a Hill coefficient of 2 found for the positive
cboperativity.
Similar allosterism is witnessed in kinetic studies with Ta
suggesti ng that thi s phenomenon ari ses from interact ions between the G
protei n I S a subunit and rhodopsi n.
An approximated initial rate equation is derived which models the
k i net i c data well.
Values determined for the kinetic parameters 
are: V
max =GT GTprs9 - 6. 0 x 10-8 M/min , Km = 0. 1 - 1. 5 x 10-6 M2 , and Km
1 x 10- 6 M.
CHAPTER IV
MOLECULAR ORIGINS OF ALLOSTERIC BEHAVIOR: EQUILIBRIUM BINDING
STUDIES BETWEEN RHODOPSIN AND TRANSDUCIN
Results and Discussion
The allosterism observed in the initial rate studies of transducin
activation by rhodopsin raised questions concerning the molecular basis of
thi s phenomenon. As discussed in Chapter III , the kinetic methods
employed cannot discriminate between positive cooperative behavior induced
by oligomeric associations or allosterism produced by hysteresis in the
activity of rhodopsin. However , the interact ions between substrate and
enzyme at equilibrium can be used to differentiate between the two models.
Since hysteresis is purely a kinetic phenomenon , cooperativity would not
be observed in binding curves if this mechanism accounts for the
allosteric behavior , as discussed in Appendix Therefore, a
centrifugation method was developed to measure th equilibrium binding of
transducin to rhodopsin. The basic premise is to separate transdu
bound to the integral membrane protein rhodopsin by sedimentation
, and to
assay the amount of transducin found in the pellet and that remaining in
the supernatant by measuring guanine nucleotide binding activity.
Sedimentation techniques have been previ ously employed to study the
light- dependent binding of proteins to rhodopsin
, however , results from
these studi es have rel i ed on Coomass i e-stai ned profi 1 es from SDS- PAGE
(84-86) or the determination of bound radiolabelled transducin at a single
concentration (71). The technique described here permits the accurate
quantitation of functional bound transducin over a range of concentrations
such that bi ndi ng curves may be constructed and analyzed for the
parameters involved in interactions between rhodopsin and transducin.
This is the first direct assay which has been developed to monitor the
interact ions between receptors and G protei ns. The useful ness of thi s
method is demonstrated by the results, which reveal positive cooperative
behavi or in the mo ecul ar interact ions between receptor and G protei 
Figure 9 shows the binding curve produced by incubating UROS
, which
contains rhodopsin , in the presence of light with increasing amounts of
transduci The amount of 35S-GTPYS binding activity isolated in the
pellet after centrifugation of the mixture was assayed as described in
Chapter II and provi des a measurement of funct i onal bound t ransduci 
a control , equivalent amounts of UROS were treated with hydroxylamine in
order to remove the photon receptor s chromophore , 11- cis- retinal
producing the protein opsin (75). The data in Figure 9 demonstrate the
specific binding of transducin to rhodopsin , as compared to results
obtai ned wi th ops i n-contai ni ng UROS. Since opsi is unable to activate
the G protei n , it waul d appear that loss of the chromophore remo
rhodopsin s capacity to interact with transducin. Thi s is supported by
the results presented in Figure 9 , which suggest that transducin weakly
associ ates wi th opsi n-contai ni g UROS membranes in a non-speci fic manner
as would be expected for an extrinsic membrane protein.
In order to confirm that the centrifugation technique coupled to the
GTPYS binding assay provides a quantitative description of binding
interactions between rhodopsin and transducin, the amount of protein
isolated in the pellets was analyzed by SDS-PAGE. Panel A of Figure 9
presents the Coomassie-staining profile produced by UROS pellets
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FIGURE 9 Bindin interactions betvJeen transduc in and rhodo sin. One 
assay mixtures containing 86 nM rhodopsin in UROS and 5- 500 nM transducin
were incubated in the presence of 1 i ght for 30 mi nutes and subjected to
centri fugati on. The i sol ated pell ets were resuspended in buffer
containing C SJ-GTPYS and , after a 60 minute incubation period , aliquots
were removed , filtered onto nitrocellulose filters, and washed. The
amount of radioactivity bound to the filter was measured and 
proportional to the amount of transducin bound in the pellet 
). 
As a
control , equival ent amounts of UROS were treated wi th hydroxyl ami ne to
remove the 11-cis-retinal chromophore of rhodopsin (0), and treated
exactly as de scri bed above with the exception that native UROS was added
to the pellets in order to catalyze the GTPYS binding reaction. Panel A
shows the Coomassie profile from SDS-PAGE of pellets obtained in a similar
assay with 114 nM rhodopsin. Panel B is an autoradiograph of identical
samples which were electrophoresed by SOS-PAGE, transferred to
nitrocellulose , and blotted using anti-rhodopsin antibodies. Lanes
represent: a , control showing amount of rhodopsin added prior to
centrifugation and b- , material isolated in the pellets from samples
initially containing 35 50, 100 250 and 500 nM transducin,
respectively.
sedimented after incubation in the light with increasing amounts of added
transducin. It is observed that the amount of transduci n associ ated wi th
the UROS increases in a proportional manner as suggested by the
cent ri fugat ion bi ndi ng assay. Panel B of Fi gure 9 shows an immunoblot of
identical samples using anti-rhodopsin antibodies (46). This resu1t
confirms that amounts of rhodopsin found in the pellets are equivalent to
the total amount added , provi di ng evi dence that the UROS may be
qua n tit at i vel y i sol at ed by c en t r i f u gat ion.
Preliminary control experiments indicated that the binding of
transducin to UROS in the light was extremely rapid. No detectable
difference in GTPYS binding activity could be discerned in the pellets at
times of incubation between 5 and 60 minutes. These resul ts confi rred that
the measurements obtained represent true equilibrium binding. These data
are also in agreement with measurements which suggest that binding
interactions between transducin and rhodopsin are very fast (69 86).
The centrifugation procedure was also used to detect light- dependent
binding of transducin to rhodopsin. Fi gure 10 , panel A compares the
binding curves obtained from identical samples incubated either in the
presence or absence of ight. A dramatic increase in the amount of bound
transducin is observed in the presence of photolyzed rhodopsin compared to
the dark control sampl es. However , there is a small but significant
increase in transduci n bi ndi ng to UROS in the dark when compared to bi ndi ng
to opsin-containing UROS (Figure 9). This finding is in agreement with
other studies which have suggested that transducin is unable or only weakly
interacts wi th rhodopsi n in the absence of 1 i ght (71 84- 86). The resul ts
also erify that the centrifugation assay provides a reliable and specific
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FI GUR E 10 L ht- endent bi ndi t ransduc in lQ rhodo s in. As say
mixtures containing 59 nM UROS and 5-200 nM transducin were incubated in
the presence (.) or absence (0) qf light and manipulated as described for
Figure 9. Panel A shows the binding curves generated in this experiment.
Panel B presents the Scatchard plots of thi s data produced by measuri 
the amount of transducin remaining in the supernatants as well as that
bound in the pellets, providing values for Bound/Free (B/F) versus Bound
( B , pmo 1 
) .
(iransducin)
c:v
measurement of binding interactions between transducin and rhodopsin.
The transduci n bi ndi ng curves shown in Fi gures 9 and 10 di spl 
sigmoidicity which is characteristic of an allosteric response. Panel B of
Figure 10 presents Scatchard plots for transducin binding in the presence
and absence of light. Such plots were constructed by measuri ng the amount
of unbound (or free) transducin remaining in the supernatant after
centrifugation , as well as that amount bound to rhodopsin. The downwa rd
curvature displayed for light- dependent transducin binding is a clear
indication that positive cooperative interactions occur between the 
protein and rhodopsin. These observ at ions were further confi rmed by
studying the binding interactions between transducin and rhodopsin which
had been purified and reconstituted into lipid vesicles. The Scatchard
plots for data obtained in the presence and absence of light in the
reconst i tuted system are shown in Fi gure 11. The characteri stics of
1 i ght- dependent bi ndi ng observed for the 1 i posome- reconst i tuted system
were identical to results obtained from studies employing UROS.
The observation of allosteric behavior in binding interacti00s
between transducin and rhodopsin correlates with the positive
cooperativity witnessed in kinetic studies of the activation process
(Chapter III). Furthermore , the equi 1 i bri um bi ndi ng resul ts demonstrate
that the molecular basis for the allosteric behavior must arise from
interactions between multiple transducins acting in a positive cooperative
manner with rhodopsin. The initial rate studies could not discern the
molecular origins of this phenomenon. As d i s c u s sed i n C hap t e r I I I, i t
possible that the allosterism could be a result of hysteresis in
rhodopsin s activity. This behavior would be detected kinetically, but
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FIGURE 11 L i ht- de endent b i ndi n t ransduc in !Q uri fi ed reconst i tuted
rhodo sin. The centrifugation binding assay was employed to monitor
interactions between transducin (5- 700 nM) and rhodopsin (114 nM) which
had been purified and reconstituted into lipid vesicles. Shown are the
Scatchard plots of data obtained in the presence (e) and absence (0) oflight (Bound/Free versus Bound
, pmol).
would not be observed in equilibrium binding studies. Thus , the bi ndi ng
data serve to clarify the role of allosteric behavior in the G protein
activation process and preclude alternative explanations.
Binding data was analyzed by methods detailed in Appendix II. A Hill
coefficient , nH = 1. 92 I 0. 16 (n = 6), was determined and found to be in
excellent agreement with the value determi ned for allosteric behavior
revealed by initial rate analysis of the guanine nucleotide exchange
react i on. This result emphasizes the correlation between these studies
and indicates that at least two transducins are involved in the positive
app
cooperative response. A Kd (for combined sites) was found to be
05 M, a value which , interestingly, is close to the range of K
m values
determined from kinetic analysis of the activation process (7). Simil ar
values were obtained in studies of both UROS and reconstituted rhodopsin
i ndi cati ng that these parameters refl ect the native properti es of the
receptor.
The final parameter obtained from analysis of the binding data, B
max'
was routi nely found to represent only about 25% of the total amouot of
rhodopsin employed in the assay. Since no increase in binding was
observed over a 60 minute period (see above), this result could not arise
from incomplete bleaching of rhodopsin at early time points. I n order to
assess transducin s accessiblity to rhodopsin , the ability of V8 protease
to specifically cleave rhodopsin at its cytoplasmic face (87) was measured
in both UROS and liposome-reconstituted preparations. Fig u r e 12 5 h ow s
that about 70% of the rhodopsin in these preparations was accessible to
, similar to results of protease protection experiments previously
described (88). Thus , the discrepancies found in the Bmax determinations
100
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FIGURE 12 Timecourse Qf V8 p rotease di est Qf rhodo sin. A 1 ml reaction
mixture containing 80 g rhodopsin and 16 g S. aureus V8 protease was
incubated at ambient temperature. At times shown , 100 l aliquots were
removed , and the proteo lyt i c di gest was quenched by mi xi ng wi th 100 1 of
ice-cold 10% TCA. Samples for SDS-PAGE were pelleted by 15 minute
centrifugation in a microfuge. Protein was transferred to nitrocellulose
and immunoblotted with F6 anti-rhodopsin antibodies (46). Bands
recognized by autoradi ography (i nsets) were exci sed and counted. Shown
are the digest timecourses for rhodopsin contained in UROS (bottom) as
well as reconstituted into phospholipid vesicles (top panel).
. ) .
are not related to the orientation of rhodopsin in the 
membrane bilayer.
Therefore , the results strongly suggest that 
01 i gomeric forms of rhodopsi 
may be involved in interactions with transducin
, and that two or more
receptors may contribute to form multiple high affinity 
binding sites for
the G protei The data also indicate at least two 
transducins are
involved in the cooperative activation process. Physical studies directed
toward investigating possible oligomeric forms of the G 
protein are
des c rib ed i n C hap t e r 
Conclusions
Equilibrium binding studies also demonstrate positive 
cooperative
interactions between rhodopsin and transducin.
The binding results are identical for rhodopsin contained in UROS
, or
purified and reconstituted into lipid vesicles.
A Hill coefficient of 2 was found to describe the 
allosteric
interact i on between the G protei n and receptor.
A K d for com bin ed site s a fa. a 5 w M is de term i, n ed .
Protease protection experiments show that only 
30% of the rho opsin
population is occluded from binding transducin in either 
system
studied.
The ater result
, coupl ed wi th the fact that determi 
ned Bmax values
represent only 25% of the total rhodopsi n popul ati on
, strongly suggest
that oligomeric complexes of the G protein 
and receptor form the
molecular basis for the allosteric behavior.
CHAPTER V
KINETIC AND HYDRODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF TRANSDUCIN: COMPARISON OF
PHYSICAL AND STRUCTURAL PARAMETERS OF GTP-BINDING REGULATORY PROTEINS
Results and Discussion
To further explore the nature of the allosteric behavior described in
Chapters III and IV, attention was focussed on the native physiochemical
properti es of transduci For exampl e, the bi ndi ng and exchange of
guanine nucleotides by purified transducin independent of rhodopsin have
not been characterized in detai 1 and mi ght perhaps reveal ins i ght into
oligomeric forms predicted by the allosteric behavior. Si nee strong
homology is observed between members of the G protein family, it is of
further interest to compare the properti es of transduci n to physical
characteristics which have been reported for other GTP- binding proteins.
Fi gure 13 presents a compari son of the timecourse of GTPYS bi ndi ng by
t ransduci n in the absence and presence of rhodops. in. As demonstrated in
this figure, transducin binds GTPYS in a time- dependent manner in the
absence of the rhodopsi n , al beit at a much slower rate. Also shown in
Figure 13 is the difference between these two curves which indicates
rhodops i n- st imul ated bi ndi ng. I n order to veri fy that the GTPYS exchange
observed in the absence of rhodopsin is due to the native capacity of the
G protein to undergo this reaction and is not due to the presence of
contaminating rhodopsin , immunoblots were performed on the transducin
preparation using anti-rhodopsin antibodies (see inset). Overexposure of
the autoradiograph for longer times (48 hours) did not show any indication
of the presence of rhodops in in t ransduc in preparations. Immunoblots
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FIGURE 13 Time course Qf GTPYS bindin
. A 1 ml assay mixture wasprepared containing 0. M GTPYS , 0. 05 M transducin , in the abs nce (0)
or presence ) of 5. 4 nM rhodopsin. The binding reaction was initiated
by the addi t i on of GTPyS , and at the times i ndi cated , 100 1 al i quots were
withdrawn , filtered and washed as described in Chapter II. The amount of
GTPYS bound in the absence of rhodopsi n was deducted from that determi ned
in its presence to yield the amount bound to transducin due to interaction
with the photoreceptor (e). Also shown is the timecourse of GTPYS binding
of hexyl-agarose purified transducin (II), measured in the absence of
rhodopsin under similar experimental conditions. Inset shows SDS-PAGE and
immunoblot of preparations used in this study. Lanes a-e demonstrate the
Coomassie staining pattern of transducin
, 5 g (a) and 25 g (b), and UROS
(urea-stripped rod outer segment membranes), 2 
g (c), 10 g (d), and 20
g (e). Indicated in the figure are rhodopsin , rhodopsin dimer , and the a
and S subunits of transducin. Equivalent lanes were transferred to
nitrocellulose , incubated with antibodies prepared against rhodopsin
, and125I- protein A was added. Immunoreactivity was detected by 
autoradiography as shown by lanes f-j, which correspond directly to lanes
a-e.
performed using antibodies raised against synthetic peptides corresponding
to specific rhodopsin sequences (46) also failed to detect contaminating
rhodopsin. The limits of detection by immunoblotting indicate that
contaminating rhodopsin would be present at less than 0. 1% of the
t ransduc in concent rat ion. Furthermore , the inset of Figure 13
demonst rates the non-catalyzed GTPY S bi ndi ng act ivi ty of hexyl-agarose
purified transducin , representing the native capacity of transducin to
exchange guanine nucleotides. Finally, analysis of the kinetics of this
reaction is consistent with the fact that the binding of GTPYS to
transducin represents a non-catalyzed exchange reaction (see Figures 16
and 17 below).
The observ at i on that transduci n undergoes receptor- independent
exchange is analogous to what has been reported for the GTP- bi ndi ng
proteins of the hormone-sensitive adenyl ate cyclase system. I t has been
observed that the receptor- independent exchange of guanine nucleotides 
these other G proteins exhibits a marked dependen cy' on Mg ; that is, the
rate of guanine nucleotide binding by G
s and G i is stimulated by 
presence of Mg Since dissociation of the a subunits from the 
s ubun i ts of the G protei n occurs concomi tant wi th bi ndi ng, G i 1 man and
call aborators have postul ated that the act i on of Mg2+ is to promote the
release , of the a subunit which subsequently has an enhanced capacity to
bind GTPYS (1 33). Taking this idea into consideration , the properties
of guanine nucleotide exchange by transducin were assessed by measuring
initial rates of GTPYS binding as a function of CMg2+J. Fi gure 14 shows
that in contrast to what has been characterized for other G proteins, the
rate of guanine nucleotide binding displayed little or no dependency on
(pmol/min)
+ RHO
- RHO
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5 mM Mg 025
10 mM Mg 1.4 7 018
20 mM Mg 1.42 020
50 mM Mg 011
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FIGURE 14 Effect 
.Q the course Qi GTPY bindin The time
course of rhodopsin- cataly zed bindlng to transducin was determined
essentially as described for Figure 13
, with the exception that
measurements were accomplished with the following concentrations of Mg2+
1 mM (e), 5 mM (0), 10 mM (c), 20 mM ('I) and 50 
). 
Inset presents
data from a separate experiment in which initial rates (v ) of GTPYS
exchange were measured in the presence or absence of 25 nM 
rhodopsi n asi ndi cat ed , under the experimental condi t ions shown.
Mg2+ either in the presence or absence of rhodopsin (Figure 14
, inset).
Measurements obtai ned in the presence of excess EDTA i ndi cate that Mg2+ is
not required for binding. Furthermore , the timecourse of GTPY S bi ndi ng in
the presence of rhodopsin appears unaltered at concentrations between 
and 50 mM Mg2+ as demonstrated by the results shown in Figure 14.
effect was observed on the extent of GTPYS bi ndi ng at these
concentrations. It is interesting to note that agonist- promoted guanine
nucleotide exchange of G
s, when reconstituted with the s-adrenergic
receptor in a lipid bilayer , is also independent of (Mg2+J (89).
Yamanaka et al. (90) have found that Mg2+ is requi red for the GTP ase
activity of transducin; presumably this is due to the participation of the
divalent cation in the mechanism of GTP hydrolysis. I n contrast to the
results shown here , these authors find that excess EDTA blocked
rhodopsin-catalyzed binding of GTP to transducin and promoted the release
of bound GDP. It is possible that the difference in these results reflects
an alteration in the requirements for GTPYS bindi ng. However , Yamanaka et
ale (90) do not directly address the question of whether the stimulatory
effect of Mg2+ (2-20 mM) witnessed with other G prote ins is also observed
vii th GTP. The results presented here show that thi s effect is absent for
t ransduc in wi th respect to the bi ndi ng of GTPY S.
As di scussed earl i er , it had been postul ated that Mg2+ promotes the
dissociation of the subunits of other G proteins, with a concomitant
increase in the binding of guanine nucleotides to the released a subunit.
Since the kinetics of GTPYS binding by transducin did not display any
sensitivity to the presence of Mg2+
, the question arose whether or not the
dissociation of a and SY subunits occured. Table I summarizes these
resul ts. Sucrose density gradi ent experiments performed in the presence
of 20 mM Mg2+ showed no alteration in the sedimentation behavior of
transducin as compared to that observed in the presence of 5 mM Mg2+
transducin displays a shift in sedimentation only when GTPYS is present.
These results indicate that Mg2+ alone does not affect the state of
transducin subunit association. Indi rect evidence presented by Kuhn (85)
and Deterre et al. (91) in rel at i on to Mg2+ effects on the properti es of
transducin are also consistent with this conclusion. Furthermore, ki neti c
measurements performed wi th puri fi ed T a i ndi cate a decreased abi 1 i ty 
bind guanine nucleotides in the absence of T
SY. Thus, it appears that
although transducin can undergo guanine nucleotide exchange independent of
receptor , structural characteristics allowing for the stimulatory effect
of Mg2+ observed for other G protei ns are abs ent. Finally, binding of
GTPYS and dissociation of transducin s subunits appear to be independent
of the presence of divalent cation.
Equi 1 i brium bi ndi ng measurements were obtai Ded in the presence and
absence of rhodopsi n as shown in Fi gure 15. Simi 1 ar curves for the
binding of GTPYS to transducin were obtained for both' conditions
demonstrating that rhodopsin does not influence the affinity of transducin
for guanine nucleotides. These results emphasize the catalytic role of
rhodopsin during the guanine nucleotide exchange reaction. Values for the
dissociation constant , Kd, of 0. 05- 10 M were obtained in three
independent experiments. Tab 1 e I I campi 1 es s imi 1 ar data reported for
other members of the G protei n fami ly as shown in part A. It is obvious
from this comparison that the regulatory GTP- binding proteins all
demonstrate similar affinities for GTPYS. The relative rank of affinities
TABLE I Summa r of Sedimentation Velocit Studi es
?O ,
5 mM MgC12
o.BY 23 :t 0.
42 :t 0.
BY * 04 :t 0.
20 mM 1gC12
aBY 23 :t 0.
20 mM MgC12 + 100 M GTP YS
45 :t 0.
90 :t 0.
10 mM EDTA + 100 M GTPYS
23 :t 0.
15 :t 0.
Measurements of S20
w were obtained from 5-20 % (w/w) linear sucrose
gradients in a buffer of 10 mM Tris
, pH 7.
, 100 mM aCl , 1 mM DTT , 0. 1 mM
EOTA and additions as indicated. Transduc in was equil i brated in the.
appropri ate buffers for 24 hours at 4 o Values determined for individual
subunits , isolated and separated by chromatography over Blue 
Sepharose.
other measurements were performed 
wi th ho lot ransduci n.
All
....
1.0, 9,
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FIGURE 15 uilibrium bindin GTPYS 1Q transducin. A 300 l assay
mix t u r e can t a i n ed O. 3 7 5 M t ran s d u c in , i n th e pre s e n c e (0) a r a b s en c e (0)
of nM rhodopsi n , wi th the i ndi cated concentrati ons of GTPYS. The
amount of GTPYS bound to transducin in 50 l aliquot was measured by
filtration after an incubation period of 6-8 hours , which had been
previously shown to be sufficient time for equilibrium to be achieved.
for guanine nucleotides which have been determined for G proteins are
listed in part B of Table II. The similarities demonstrated by this
compari son underscore the rel ati onshi p between transduci n and other
members of this protein family.
Initial rates of GTPYS binding were measured at several fixed
concentrations of transducin in order to investigate the kinetics of the
guani ne nucl otide exchange reaction. Figure 16 shows the linear plots of
ln v a versus In (transducinJ obtained at different levels of GTPYS, as
indicated in the figure panels. Thi s data serves to characterize the
non-catalyzed exchange reaction as described in Appendix III. The lower
right hand panel demonstrates the linear relationship between the
intercepts of these plots and 1 n (GTPYSJ. Conversely) Figure 17 presents
the same results , with ln V o shown as a function of ln (GTPYSJ at several
concentrations of transducin. The inset of Fi gure 4 is the plot of the
intercepts of these 1 i nes versus 1 n (transduci nJ. From the atter
rel ati onshi p, and that shown in the lower right haQd panel of Figure 16
an evaluation of kf' the forward rate constant for binding, and n , the
reaction order , may be made (for details please refer to Chapter II).
Values of kf between 1. 7 x107 M 1 sec 1 were determined in three
separate experiments, and the resul ts of these experiments i ndi cate a
reaction order of 2; that is, a 1:1 stoichiometry is observed for the
binding of GTPYS to transducin.
Several relevant conclusions may be drawn from characteristics of the
rel ati onshi p presented between V o and transducin. The investigations of
the enzymati c behavi or in the rhodopsi n-catalyzed guani ne nucl eotide
exchange reaction revealed allosteric behavior with respect to transducin.
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FIGURE 16 Plots of l! versus l! CtransducinJ 
A function CGTPYSJ.Initial rates (v oJ of GTfJYS binding to transducin in the absence of
rhodopsin were measured using the filtration assay detailed in Chapter 
II.A 300 l reaction mixture contained the indicated concentrations of
transducin , in the presence of different CGTPYSJ. 
At 10 30 and 60second timepoints
, 50 l aliquots were withdrawn
, filtered , washed withice-cold buffer
, and the amount of GTPYS bound was determined. Initialrates were obtained from the slopes of timecourse plots from 
this data.Shown are the plots of ln v
a (10-2 pmol/min) versus ln CtransducinJ (10-M) determined with levels of GTPYS as displayed; the lower right handpanel presents the pl at of the intercepts of these 1 i nes as a funct i on ofln CGTPYSJ (10- M). The linear relationship shown correlates well with
the mathematical description of the guanine nucleotide exchange 
reactionas described in Appendix III.
In (GTPoS)
FIGURE 17 Plots Qf versus ln CGTPYSJ as a function of CtransducinJ.Data from Figure 16 is presen Tn e converse p lng rorm o n v(10-2 pmol/min) versus ln CGTPYSJ (10- M) as measured using the
following concentrations of transducin: 3 M (I), 0. 75 M (0), 0. 34 
(1:), 0. 30 M (v), 0. 21 M (II), 0. 19 M (0) and 0. 10 M (X). Inset
shows the intercepts of these lines as a function of ln CtransducinJ (10-M). The linear relationships demonstrated above
, along with the data
presented in Figure 16 , indicate a dissociative type mechanism for
transducin s guanine nucleotide exchange process.
The linear relationship determined for ln V
o as a function of ln
(transducinJ does not display any indication of similar behavior for the
non-catalyzed reaction.
This observation implies that the basis for the
allosteric phenomenon resides in 
interactions between transducin and
rhodopsin. The linear corre1ation demonstrated in Figures 
16 and 17 is
for GTPys.
also indicative of the presence of a single population of 
binding sites
much slower exchange rates.
Under identical experimental conditions
, purified Ta exhibits
be detected due to its altered kinetics
, this result implies that over the
Si nce the presence of free T 
a subun i t woul d
experimental range of concentration transducin remains as a stable
heterotrimer (in the absence of 
GTPYS) with minimal dissociation of T
from TSY' Finally, the linear correlation between ln va and ln 
(GTPYSJ as
well as ln (transducinJ is 
compatible with a dissociative type 
mechanism;thi s is cons i stent wi th the daub 1 e di spl acement mechani 
sm demonstrated for
the rhodopsin-catalyzed guanine nucleotide exchange 
mechanism.
Although rigorous kinetic 
analysis has not b
n reported on the
nucleotide exchange mechanism for 
all of the G proteins
, the demonstration
what is known.
of a dissociative type mechanism for transducin is in
' good agreement with
the a subunit of G
o (107 M-1 sec- 1) have been reported (101).
The second order rate constants for G
i (106 M- 1 sec ) and
sec- 1) .
values are also comparable to what we observe for transducin 
(107 M-
These
earlier.
transducin may reflect contributions due to a Mg2+ effect
, as discussed
The difference in the intrinsic rate constant between 
Gi and
alterations in the G proteins tertiary configuration which contribute to
It is also possible
, however
, that this difference reflects
t he exc ange process. 
It is with respect to the physical nature of transducin that the
protein s hydrodynamic properties were characterized. Sucrose density
gradient experiments were performed with transducin as 
well as isolated Ta
and TSY presented in Figure 18. Results tabulated in Table I show that
holotransducin migrates at a greater rate relative to the individual
subunits, Ta and the TSY complex. The s20
w values determined from three
separate experiments were for transducin
, 4. 23 I 0. , Ta , 3.42 IO.
and TSY, 4. 04 I 0. 20. To complement this study, gel filtration
experiments were performed as shown in Fi gure 19. Transduci n was found to
have a Stokes radius of 37. 5 A and Ta migrated with a Stokes radius of 
TSY eluted in a position similar to that observed for Ta.
Table III summarizes the hydrodynamic data in comparison with results
repo rted for other G protei ns. The experimental data obtained for Ta and
TSY are in close agreement with the results of gel filtration on Bio-Gel
P100 reported by Fung (71), which yielded molecular weight values of 
and 43 kDa , respectively. The hyd rodynami c parameters measured for
holotransducin yield an M value of 68 kDa
, well below the expected value
of Mr " 80 kDa. However , this value is in quite close agreement with the
molecular mass estimation of 70 kDa from small angle neutron scattering
measurements reported by Deterre 
. (91). Taken together , these
results indicate that the heterotrimeric form of transducin has
hydrodynamic characteristics suggestive of a 
compact shape relative to
other globular proteins. By comparison , the information obtained for
other G proteins is necessarily from detergent solutions
, with a
correction made for detergent binding. It is interesting to note that M
val es for G proteins which were determined in cholate 
solutions (see
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FIGURE 18 Sucrose densit
y g
radient ultracentrifu ation transducin.
Linear 5-20% sucrose gradi ents (4. 5 ml) were prepared and overl ayed wi th
15 g of each protein indicated. Gradients were subjected to
centri fugat i on for 13 hours at 40 000 rpm in a Beckman SW 50. 1 rotor and
fractionated into 250 ml aliquots, which were then analyzed by 50S-PAGE.
Val ues for the marker protei ns employed are: catal ase, 11. 2 S, BSA , 4.
S and cytochrome C, 1. 21 S. The s20 w values for transducin, its a
subunit and the BY subunit complex were determined from calibration curves
as demonstrated at the top of the figure. Values of s20 w obtained for
transducin , Ta, and TSY were 4. 23 25 S, 3. 42 37 S and
04 20 S, respectlvely.
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FIGURE 19 Determination of the Stokes radius for transducin. Gelfiltration over Sephacryl:S-300 was performed usi ng the marker proteinsindicated in order to calibrate the column as shown in the bottom panel(Kd = V /Vt- qe1)' The elution profiles of transducin (G) and its asubunit (0) were obtalned by assaying column fractions for GTPYS binding
activity (top panel).
,.;.
Table III) may actually be overestimated since no correction for detergent
binding may be made. As transducin is the only soluble protein in the G
protein family, the data might imply that complications arising from
detergent bi ndi ng may obscure simi 1 ar anoma 1 ous behavi or for Gi, G and
Baehr . (66) have reported the results of non- denaturing gel
electrophoresis and analytical ultracentrifugation experiments. These
investigators concluded that
, in solution , transducin consists of a
popul ation of Ta dimers and TSY dimers and tetramers. However , based on
the results presented here , it may be deduced that Ta and TSY can be
isolated in monomeric form , and that the heterotrimeric species exhibits
unique hydrodynamic characteristics which are perhaps indicative of an
unu sua 1 confi gurat i on other than that di spl ayed by simple gl obul ar
protei ns. The conditions under which possible oligomeric assembly may be
functionally relevant remain to be determined
, but it should be emphasized
that transducin s physiological activity occurs in a membrane environment.
Although hydrodynamic studies of transducin in solution are vital to
understanding the biophysical nature of the protein i' relation to other G
proteins , it will also be necessary to explore these relationships as they
pertai n to the cell surface.
Conclusions
Transducin exchanges guanine nucleotides in the absence of rhodopsin.
The uncatalyzed exchange is independent of CMg+2J.
Unl ike previous reports for other G proteins
, Mg+2 does not promote
dissociation of transducin s subunits.
The equilibrium constant for GTPYS binding to transducin is not
altered by interactions with rhodopsin; a value of Kd = 0. 05 M is
determi ned.
The initial rate kinetics of guanine nucleotide exchange of transducin
suggests a dissociative type mechanism and a value for the forward
rate constant for thi s react i on is found to be kf = 2 x 107 M-1 sec-
The hydrodynami c parameters determi ned for transduci n , SZO w = 4.
and a = 37. 5 A) 1 ead to a cal cul ated M r : 68 000 , and do not support
the presence of 01 i gameri c forms of the G protei 
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CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION: FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The resul t s presented in the precedi ng chapters prov i de ins i ght into
the molecular mechanism of interactions between G proteins and receptors
as well as raising further issues 
which remain to be clarified. What has
been sucessfully accomplished is the development of a model for the
interactions between rhodopsin and transducin as those of an 
enzyme and
substrate. The kinetic investigation of the catalytic mechanism through
wh i ch the receptor medi ates the guani ne nucl eot i de exchange process
extends our current view of the nature of this 
signal transduction
mechanism. These methods have not been previously applied and evidence 
presented confirming the validity of the steady-state 
approach. The
initial rate studies demonstrate that rhodopsin s catalytic activity
proceeds via a double displacement mechanism. Duri ng the course of thi 
investigation , remarkable allosteric behavior in the rhodopsin 
signal
t ransduct i on system was observed. The results reveal positive cooperative
behavior in the substrate-velocity curves of transducin with 
respect to
Michaelis-Menten plots of GTPYS concentration ve
sus initial velocity
did not display this sigmoidal character. However , the cooperative effect
was also observed in kinetic 
experiments performed with purified Ta,
implying that the molecular basis for the allosteric behavior 
is due to
interactions between rhodopsin and transducin
s a subunit.
The positive cooperative behavior observed in the kinetic investiga-
tion was confirmed in studies of equilibrium 
binding between rhodopsin and
transduci n. These resul ts represent the fi rst di rect analys i s of bi ndi ng
interact ions between a receptor and G protei The allosteric nature of
these interactions is observed in the curvilinear Scatchard 
plots which
verify that the molecular origins of this phenomenon arise 
from oligomeric
assembl i es between rhodopsi n and transduci A Hi 11 coeffici ent , nH = 2
was determi ned in both the k i net i c and bi ndi ng studi es, i ndi cat i ng that at
least two transducins are involved as oligomeric components of this
system. However , the B
max values measured in the di rect bi ndi ng studi es
strongly suggest that multimers of rhodopsin may also contribute 
to the
allosteric assembly.
Physical studies characterizing the kinetic and hydrodynamic
properties of transducin presented in Chapter V do not support the
presence of oligomers of the G protein in solution. However , it must be
remembered that , physiologically, transducin functions in association with
rhodopsin in a membrane environment. Thus , the 01 i gomeri c assemb 1 i es
implied by the allosteric nature of the interactions between the G protein
and receptor may be induced by thei r coupl i ng. What the physical
characterization of transducin presented in Chapter V does yield is the
basis for comparison with other G proteins which have been studied. It is
for this purpose that the entire investigation 
was initiated: to defi 
structural and funct i onal rel at i onshi ps between members of the fami ly of 
protei n-coupl ed receptor systems described in Chapter I. The visual
transduction system provides a paradigm within which a 
conceptual basis of
the molecular events of these signal transduction mechanisms may be
developed , and the results summarized above bear on several aspects of the
relationships among these proteins.
Rece tors Enz mes
Recent advances in the study of cell surface receptors had 1 ed to the
identification of at least four functional classes into which these
protei ns may be categori zed: receptors which display ligand-stimulated
tyrosine kinase activity, receptors which serve a ligand- gated ion
channels , receptors which mediate the internalization of ligands, and
receptors which act upon ligand- binding to catalyze the exchange of
guanine nucleotides of G proteins. The enormous task ahead is to defi ne
the structural characteristics which allow receptors the capacity to
function in their appropriate roles in response to ligand binding in order
to transmit this signal across the cell membrane. The di ffi cul ty of thi s
task may be alleviated in part by developing conceptual models in order to
investigate the molecular properties of receptor function. It is for this
purpose that rhodopsin has been mode11ed as an enzyme by employing the
kinetic methods which have provided a fundamental basis in mechanistic
studies of soluble enzymes. The results presented in this thesis not only
verify that this approach is valid , but also yield direct insight into the
molecular mechanism of rhodopsin s activity.
The value of conceptual models lies in their abi.lity to accurately
fit the description projected by experimental data as we11 as in their
capacity to provide a paradigm which permits the development of a testable
hypothesi s. Characterization of rhodopsin s behavior as an enzyme allows
us to begi n the analys is of the structure of the receptor protei n in
relationship to the wealth of knowledge regarding conformational changes
associ ated wi th 1 i gand bi ndi ng to protei ns. In exampl es where the three-
dimensional structure of ligand- protein complexes have been determined
several common features emerge. In general , the enzyme may be roughly
divided into two domains joined by a hinge region. Thi s configurat i 
results in a cleft or pocket which contains the ligand- binding site.
When the appropriate substrate occupies this site
, it induces what has
been referred to as a hi nge- bendi ng and cl eft closure. Thi s
experimentally demonstrated structural change is simil ar to the induced
fit hypothesis developed by Koshland (107). As rev i ewed by Scarborough
(108), the general concept of the hinge- bending conformational change may
be used to describe the catalytic mechanisms for integral membrane
proteins involved in transport
, as well as soluble enzymes.
The hypothesis may be made that similar conformational changes are
promoted by the photolysis of rhodopsin: they wou 1 d provi de the openi ng
of a cleft for transducin binding and the flexibility to undergo the
hinge- bending associated with enzymatic activities. Thus, thi s
consideration leads to a conceptual framework to test domains represented
in G protein-coupled receptor systems that are involved in the activation
process , relyi ng on the well-characterized structural properti es of
enzymes. This concept may be globally envisioned to extend to 
er types
of cell surface receptors as well: hi nge- bendi ng conformational changes
resulting from ligand binding may be the means through which extracellular
signals are transmitted through the membrane bilayer
, allowing the
receptor s appropri ate funct i anal response. Through combi ned approaches
of enzyme kinetics , protein chemistry, and molecular biology, aspects of
this model are both predictable and testable.
A General Cl ass and- Exchan e Enz mes
Several basic concepts also emerge by comparing the kinetic mechanism
for other enzymes.
of transducin s activation mediated by rhodopsin with information 
known
described by the character of the double 
reciprocal plots.
performs its catalyt ic act ivi ty through a daub 1 e di spl acement mechani sm
The initial rate studies delineate that rhodopsin
equation developed from the 
experimental data requires that the first
guanine nucleotide (GDP) exit from the reaction complex prior to the entry
The rate
of the second guanine nucleotide 
(GTPYS), defining the double displacement
or subst ituted enzyme type react i on mechani sm. One of the di sti ngui shi ng
features of this mechanism is that it verifies the presence of 
a complexbetween rhodopsin and transducin which has been lI
unloadedli or devoid of
guanine nucleotide. Alternative models might predict the presence of
multiple guanine nucleotide binding sites 
operating in tandem (as in a
ternary compl ex mechani sm). The double- displacement mechanism is
supported by the studies of guanine nucleotide exchange in the 
absence of
rhodopsin which reveal a dissociative-type 
reaction scheme for transducin.
Multiple guanine nucleotide binding sites have been 
suggested for
-;. ,,
transducin by labelling studies (109). However ur current knowl edge 
the primary structure for transducin
s a subunint shows the presence of a
binding pockets in other proteins (110).
single binding site as defined by homologous domains known to 
compose GTP
binding studies are also in agreement with this description 
of transducin
Furthermore
, guanine nucleotide
;'j
(65- 71). All of this information is entirely 
consistent with the double
displacement mechanism described for the 
interactions between rhodopsin
and transduci n.
Rhodopsin in this sense catalyzes the guanine nucleotide 
exchange of
transducin analogous to the manner through which elongation factor 
serves as an exchange catalyst for elongation factor Tu (Ill). For
example, both of these proteins mediate guanine nucleotide exchange by a
doub 1 e di spl acement mechani sm. Proteins like rhodopsin and elongation
factor Ts are unconventional in their activities as enzymes since they do
not catalyze the formation or breakage of coval ent bonds. In fact, in the
I nternat i anal Uni on of Si ochemi sts enzyme catalog, ferrochel atase is the
only exampl e of an enzyme which catalyzes
. 1 igand exchange. Hwang and
Miller (Ill) have argued for the need to classify exchange catalysts as
enzymes. Rhodopsi n waul d indeed fall into thi s category, servi ng to
catalyze the guanine nucleotide exchange of transducin. By analogy, other
G protein-coupled receptors would also appear to fall into the class of
exchange catalyst enzymes. Complete characterization of the molecular
interact ions between other receptors and G protei ns in the process of
signal transduction is lacking, primarily due to the relatively low
abundance of these regul atory el ements and the fact that these systems
m u s t be r e can s tit u t ed i n to p h 0 s ph a 1 i pi d ve sic 1 e s . The doub 1 e di sp 1 acement
model for catalytic i nteracti ons between rhodopstn transduci n and guani ne
nucleotides is consistent with what is known about the mechanism 
molecular interactions for other members of the G protein-coupled receptor
family. The fact that structural homol ogi es are observed between members
of this receptor class also suggests a common basis in their function
(39-45). Future i nvestigati on shoul d develop the concept of
ligand-exchange catalysts as well as their precise nature and role in
biological systems.
Allosteric Behavior
The unexpected finding revealed by the kinetic investigation of
rhodopsin and transducin was the observation of allosterism in their
molecular interactions. This phenomenon was confirmed by equilibrium
binding studies which verified that the basis for the positive cooperative
behavior resides in oligomeric assemblies of these components of the
visual transduction system. Considering the requirement for amplification
in signal transduction systems
, it is not surprising that transducin would
display allosteric regulation in its interaction 
with rhodopsin.
Cooperative processes are widespread in nature
, and it has been estimated
that 90% of all proteins display some form of allosteric regulation (78).
What is necessary is a compl ete understandi ng of the rol e of the
allosteric behavior in the biological process of visual transduction.
Photolyzed rhodopsin serves to activate transducin
, permitting the
stimulation of cGMP phosphodiesterase (PDE) activity. It is not known
whether or not similar cooperative interaction occurs between oligomeric
Ta subunits in the interaction with the inhibitory subunit of PDE. Other
enzymatic activities are also elevated in response to light, including
that of phospholipase A2 (8). The atter studi es suggest that not only
can transducin stimulate phospholipase A2' but that this enzyme s activity
may also be under dual control by other G proteins. The fact that two
forms of transducin have been identified in the 
rod outer segment (8 112)
also raises interesting questions. Thus , 1 i ttl e i nformat i on is known
about possible allosteric regulation at the level of effector systems, but
it is becoming increasingly clear that transducin and possibly other 
proteins may participate in the regulation of 
several activities which may
be involved in the process of visual transduction. Thi s is remi ni scent of
the pl eotrop i c effects of G protei ns recogn i zed in other systems as
described in Chapter I.
Comparison of the processes involved in signal transduction by other
receptors suggests a specul ative role for the allosterism observed in
visual transduction. It has been hypothesized that free 
sr subunits may
provide a communications network between G proteins through which the
activity of a subunits may be regulated (1). The positive cooperative
interactions between multiple transducins acting at the receptor level
would enhance the degree of this regulation
, ensuring that the signal
represented by the activated G protei n
, woul d al so be regul ated by the
critical concentration of free a subunit. The atter concept is supported
by experimental evidence which shows that while rhodopsin-catalyzed
activation of Ta exhibits reduced rates in the absence of 
BY' 
the
allosteric effect is still witnessed and therefore must arise from contact
between a subunits. The implication that transducin and possibly other G
protei ns can regul ate several effector systems in the ROS may defi ne the
requi rement for all osteri sm: the necessity to coordinate responses which
participate in visual transduction. T h us , the a bs rv at ion a f po sit i v e
cooperativity in transducin activation does provide an interesting and
exciting aspect to receptor regulation. It rema ins to be seen whether or
not allosteric behavior observed in the molecular interactions between
t ransduci n and rhodopsi n is another of the many analogi 
es between G
protei n-coupl ed receptor systems.
Oli omeric Associations
The results of equilibrium binding studies show that the molecular
basis of the allosteric behavior arises from interactions between at least
two transducins with dimers
, or possibly tetramers of rhodopsin. Such
interactions between multimeric assemblies of transducin and rhodopsin
t be understood in terms of structural relationships. Hargrave and
coworkers (62) have di scussed the structural organization of the 
rhodopsi n
mo 1 ecul e in the rod outer di sc membrane and concl ude that the nat ive
protein is monomeric. There has been some controversy, however
, about the
possible existence of rhodopsin dimers (113). Wi th the determi nat i on of
structural information concerning transducin
, it is hopeful that
structure- function relationships will become evident to increase the
current understandi ng of the G protei n-coupl ed receptor system and provi 
insight into its allosteric behavior.
The possible existence of a transducin dimer has been suggested by
light scattering measurements (69). Non- denaturing gel electrophoresis and
ultracentrifugation experiments performed by Baehr AL. (66) have shown
the presence of dimeric forms of a subunits and the 8Y 
compl ex. Indeed
oligomers of G proteins from other systems have been described by target
size analysis (114). It is also interesting that elongation factor Tu
i tsel f a GTP- bi ndi ng protei n , has been characteriied as a dimer by neutron
scattering (115). Another GTP- binding protein , the ADP-ribosylati9 factor
ARF , interacts wi th the regul atory protei n G
s in such a way as to enhance
ribosylation by cholera toxin (116). Taken altogether , these phenomena
i ndi cate that GTP- bi ndi ng protei ns may associ ate wi th one another under
certain conditions.
Hydrodynamic analysis of transducin
, however , fails to support the
presence of oligomeric forms of the protein (Chapter V). s u c h p hy sic a 
studies of transducin in solution would not 
reveal structural alterations
which may occur at the membrane surface, though , and therefore provide only
speculative information. Alternative techniques must therefore be sought
in order to attain a correct description of the physical nature of
transducin. Preliminary results from electron microscopic 
rotary
shadowing experiments provide micrographs of transducin 
revealing that
approximately 10% of the protein population appears to exist in 
some
oligomeric form.! These are toroid-shaped structures approximately 
150 A
in diameter with some physical definition which resembles a " paw- print"
The majority of the population are smaller particles with 
little shape
d ef i nit ion. The larger species is not apparent in preparations of
purified Ta or T
SY and is not apparent in preparations treated with GTpYS.
The exact nature of these forms of transducin remains 
elusive, but it is
hopeful that future cross- linking experiments will aid in defining these
structures as well as characterizing possible oligomeric 
species of
t ransduci n.
It is possible that other investigators have failed to detect the
interactions between oligomeric components of the 
visual transduction
system due to the techniques they have employed 
wh,i ch exami ne each protei n
species individually rather than focussing on the mechanism of 
coupling
between rhodopsin and transducin. The kinetic and binding studies
described here have the advantage of analyzing native interactions 
between
both protei ns at the membrane surface
, and therefore refl ect both
envirorrental and structural interactions \vhich most likely cOrJtribute to
1Wessling- Resnick , M. , Johnson , G. L. and Craig, R.
, personal observations.
t he all os teri c phenomenon. This lends itself to the idea that interactions
between the G protein and receptor may induce oligomeric 
assembly. P hy sic a 
measurements of purified rhodopsin reconstituted at 
ratios of one to several
molecules per liposome may begin to address the nature of the 
assemblies.
Recent advances in obtaining two- dimensional crystalline arrays of membrane
proteins (117) and the crystallization of membrane proteins out of detergent
solutions (118) may also provide direction in ascertaining the physical
nature of transduci n and rhodopsi n interact ions. Future invest i gat i on
towards this goal should provide insight into similar physical
characteristics which may also exist for the family of G protein-coupled
receptors.
Effects and Transduci n Structure
The results presented in Chapter V characterize the kinetic
, physical
and hydrodynamic properties of transducin. Previ ously, these parameters
have not been described
, and it is of interest
, therefore , to compare this
information with properties which have been reported for other 
members of
the family of G proteins. The di ssoci ative- type guanine nucleotide
exchange mechanism demonstrated for transducin is analogous to the
behavi or of other G protei ns. Transduci n s ki netic parameters and
equilibrium binding properties are also comparable to values 
reported for
, Gi and G It is not surprising that transducin displays kinetic
behavior and guanine nucleotide binding characteristics similar 
to the
other members of this class of proteins because of the 
remarkable sequence
homology between their a subunits. Alterations in the properties of the G
proteins must therefore reflect variations in the amino acid sequence
between these protei ns whi ch affect thei r terti ary structure and
characteri st i cs of thei r regul ati on.
One of the most notabl e di fferences between transduci n and the other
G proteins (Go, Gi and G ) is the lack of any Mg2+ effect on the guanine
nucleotide exchange reaction. The resul ts presented in Chapter V indicate
that Mg2+ is not required for GTP S binding and subunit dissociation. The
acidic side chains of aspartic or glutamic acid have been demonstrated to
be the major sites for Mg2+ interaction with proteins. For exampl e , asp
of EF- Tu has recently been shown to form a salt bridge wi th Mg2+ 1 i ganded
to GDP situated in the guanine nucleotide binding site of the protein
(119) . A second regul atory Mg2+ bi ndi ng site has been previ ously proposed
for G proteins (102 , 120-121). The data presented here i ndi cate that thi 
site is absent in transducin.
Exami nati on of the a subuni t primary sequences offers one rather
striking domain in which a substitution of a neutral for an acidic amino
acid occurs in transducin relative to the other G proteins (Table IV).
alteration such as this could account for the specific loss of a Mg2+
binding site. In Ta , residue 162 is a glycine , whereas the corresponding
residue is aspartic acid in G (189), G ia (167) and G (123, p rtial
sequence) . This residue is located within one of the most highly
conserved domai ns recognized between the a subunits of transduci n
(pro16Lser186), Gs (ala188_ 213), Gi (ser166- thr191) and G
(ala122- thr147) as shown in Table IV. Although other sites in the a
subun i t sequences must also be cons i dered , thi s regi on is attract ive since
a structural basi s for the di fferent Mg2+ effects between the G protei ns
may be accommodated by the substitution of glycine for aspartic acid at
t his site in pa rt i cu 1 a r. This substitution occurs between consensus
domains involved in the formation of the GTP- binding site; for transducin
these i ncl ude lys3Lmet49 , phe195-arg , il e21 La 1 a225 and ser259-va 1269
(T ab 1 e I V) . Therefore, bi ndi ng of Mg2+ to the aspartic acid in , Gi and
o can easily be envisioned to induce conformational changes that would
directly alter the properties of guanine nucleotide exchange. This effect
would be lost in transducin because gly162 would be unable to form an
ionic bond with Mg
Evi dence for conformati anal al terat ions induced by Mg2+ has been
provided by sucrose density gradient ultracentrifugation experiments
performed by Codi na et al. (105). These investigators have shown that
2+ promotes the format i on of a speci es of G and Gi whi ch di spl ays
unusual sedimentation behavior , referred to as a " pre-activated" form.
The pre- act i vated forms of G s and Gi' in the presence of Mg
subsequently display subunit dissociation when incubated with guanine
nucleotides as shown by sedimentation characteristics. In contrast,
evidence for a " pre-activated" form associated with transducin is lacking,
'-.
as suggested by the absence of an effect by Mg2+' on the kinetics of GTPYS
binding. However , it is also observed that Mg2+ does not promote subunit
dissociation; sucrose density gradient experiments with transducin show a
shi ft in sedimentation only in the presence of GTPY S (Tabl e I).
should be given to the physical properties associated with the
Attention
preactivated forms of G s and Gi' which migrate at a rate slower than
expected for the heterotrimers, in compari son wi th the hydrodynami 
analysis (Figures 18 and 19), which yields an M value below the expected
80 kDa for transduci n. Thus, it appears that Mg2+ promotes a physical
association between G and Gia and their SY subunits which may be
TABLE IV Sequence Homo l ogi es Between GTP-B i ndi ng Regul atory Protei ns
A.- . Proposed Regul atory Regi on:
GT 161:
s 188:
Gi 166:
o 122:
Domain "
GT 31:
Domain "
GT 195:
Domain "
GT 259:
TTG
o L L R (IR V (I T S G I IT E T K F Q
TTG I V
A 0 YCQp T E Q 0 I L R T R V K T T G I V T H F T
Concensus Domains Forming Transducin s GTP-Binding Site:
o am a i n E II
F 0 V G G Q- GT 217: AAL
Sequence canparison from Itoh 
. (19). Single letter abbreviations
are as follows: A , alanine; C, cysteine; 0 , aspartic acid; E, glutamic
acid; F , phenylalanine; G , glycine; H , histidine, I, isoleucine; K,
lysine; M, methionine; N , asparagine; P , proline; Q, glutamine; R,
arginine; S , serine; T, threonine; V valine; W, tryptophan; Y
, ,
tyrosine. For transducin (G )' gly 2 is marked with an asteris
structurally analogous to heterotrimeric transduci n; these forms are
subs quently capabl e of exchangi ng guani ne nucl eotides.
Taken together , these resul ts suggest that subtl e structural
differences between G proteins may produce profound alterations in the
association of a and S subunits , affecting regulation , physical
characteristics and kinetic activities in response to Mg2+ The
comparison of the similarities and differences between members of this
class of proteins provides a rationale for future research in
site-di rected mutagenesi s and synthetic peptide studi es, as well 
providing further understanding of the physical properties of transducin
in relation to it function.
Thermod nami c Consi derat ions Qf Mol ecul ar Interact ions
Having characterized the kinetic and binding properties of
transducin-rhodopsin interactions and having analyzed the physical
properties associated with the substrate G protein , attention should be
focussed on the development of a model which incorporates this information
in the context of structure- function relationships. For this purpose it
is useful to consider these ideas in a thermodynamic background. , Enzymes
participate in catalyzing reactions by lowering activation barriers
through specific complexes with substrates which favor the formation of a
more reactive configuration. This activity can be accomplished through
several consequences: entro effects which result in the elimination of
the need for collision events between two molecules, orbital steerin
which permits the alignment of substrates such that interaction between
key reactive groups is favored , and uit effects which present
binding domains stabilizing a reactive intermediate.
If the chemical kinetics of guanine nucleotide exchange of transducin
are considered , this reaction may proceed via a dissociative type
mechanism involving an lI activatedli species, T* (Appendix II):
T.GDP * + GDP
+ GTP' S T. GTP YS
Thi s react i on scheme presents two 1 imi t i ng cases depi cted in the energy
profiles of Figure 20. If it is considered that k2 )) k- 1 (Panel A), then
the rate-controlling step is the formation of T* Alternatively, for
1 )) k2 the rate- limiting step is considered to be the binding of GTNS
to T* (Panel B). The dashed 1 i nes depi ct the 1 oweri ng of energy barri ers
which might occur during the rhodopsin catalyzed reaction.
Consideration of these two reaction coordinates leads to several
conclusions about the manner through which rhodopsin may accomplish the
catalysis of guanine nucleotide exchange. I n order for the receptor to
alleviate the activation energy involved in the binding of GTPYS to T* it
could be envisioned that the receptor might bind the guanine nucleotide in
order to eliminate the necessity for collision between the two substrates
(entropy effects) or to bring the substrates into proper orientation
, '
(orbital steeri ng) . Remember that a catalyst cannot alter the intrinsic
binding constants , as demonstrated by equilibrium binding studies between
transducin and guanine nucleotides in the absence and presence of
rhodopsin (Figure 15). There is, however , no evi dence for such a guani 
nucleotide binding domain represented either structurally or functionally
for rhodopsin. Thus if the formation of T* is considered to be the rate-
'I +GDP + 
GTP'YS
T' GDP+GTP'YS T.GTP'YS +GDP
/" ..
k2 /
*" -tGDP+GTP'YS
T-GDP+GTP'YS TGTP'YS+GDP
FIGURE 20 Ener
gy p
rofi 1 es for A di ssoci ative mechani sm. Shown are the
energy profi 1 es along react i on coordi nates correspondi ng to the two
hypothetical limiting cases discussed in the text. T* refers to an
activated" form of transducin. The dashed lines represents lowering of
energy barriers by rhodopsin exerted through its catalytic activity.
limiting step (Figure 20 , panel A), rhodopsin may serve to stabilize this
reactive intermediate, lowering the activation barrier mainly through
propinquity effects. This latter hypothesis is supported by the double
displacement mechanism for the interactions between rhodopsin and
transducin which verifies the existence of a complex between the receptor
and G protein devoid of guanine nucleotide (T* ) in the catalytic cycle.
What exactly are the molecular interactions which stabilize this
reactive intermediate? The sy subunit complex could participate in the
exchange mechanism by providing a constraint against GDP release from the
a subunit. Rhodopsin might be considered to act as a lever, freeing the a
subunit from the restraints imposed by sy and thereby promoting the
release and exchange of guanine nucleotides. However, studi es performed
with purified Ta show that in the absence of Tsy the rate of guanine
nucleotide exchange for both the catalyzed and non-catalyzed reactions is
reduced , suggesting rather that the sy complex plays a converse role by
contributing to the stabilization of T
Along similar lines , it may be envisioned that the positive
cooperativity observed in interactions between a subunits contributes in
stabilizing the T* reaction complex. Allosteric interactions between
ligands can generate coupling free energies of up to 2. 5 kcal/mole (122)
and thus the presence of a second molecule of transducin may provide the
necessary configurational orientation required for GDP release. Thus,
oligomeric forms of rhodopsin can provide contact sites between the a
subunits which present domains aiding in the rel ease of GDP and
stabilizing the G protein devoid of guanine nucleotide in order for the
binding of the second guanine nucleotide to occur. Thi s may indeed be
what happens in analogy to the ADP-ribosylation factor
, ARF , the
GTP- binding protein involved in the ribosylation of G
s by cholera toxin
(116) . The site of this modification resides directly in the GTP- binding
domains of a
s and thus it would appear that a transitional complex of Gs
without the presence of guanine nucleotides must be stabilized for cholera
toxin recognition.
Subsequent to the binding of guanine nucleotide triphosphate, the
apparent affinity of SY for a is diminished and the 
subunits are released
from rhodopsi Thi s idea is supported by the fact that GTPY S- l i gand a
does not mi grate as a heterotrimeric compl ex wi th the SY subuni t compl ex
on sucrose gradients (Figure 18). Thus , SY may serve as anchor to
stabi 1 i ze bi ndi ng interact ions between a'GDP and rhodops i n.
This hypothesis examines both the role of the SY subunit complex and
the influences exerted by the second molecule of transducin 
which
interacts in an allosteric manner with the reaction complex. These issues
must be addressed in order to develop a funct i onal model. Product
inhibition studies will provide a great deal of insight into the molecular
involvement of these reaction components. Kinetic experiments defining
the reaction profile for guanine nucleotide exchange by transducin will
also aid in further defining this molecular mechanism of interactions
between rhodopsi n and transduci n. It is interesting to consider that
these ideas may represent a general motif through which the class of
exchange enzymes may operate.
Structural Model for Rhodo si n
The predicted transmembrane structure of rhodopsin has been discussed
in Chapter I. The accepted model proposes seven membrane-spanni ng hel ices
.- '""" .;. - . .- -
FIGURE 21 Structural model for rhodopsi The mol ecul ar structure of
rhodopsi n is characterized as di scussed in the text.
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which provide three cytoplasmic loops along with the carboxy-
terminal tail
to be presented to transducin as potential binding domains (62-64). The
absorption of a photon by 11- cis- retinal bound to lys296 contained in the
seventh and mos t C-termi nal membrane- spanni ng he 1 i x must somehow induce
conformational alterations in the protein which increase not only its
binding affinity, but also its catalytic efficiency in interacting with
transducin. Among the seven helices several contain proline residues
causing distorted kinks in the a- helical, domains which most likely
accommodate i nserti on of the chromophore in the mi dst of the membrane
spanni ng regi on. The protonated Schiff' s base linkage of retinal to
lys296 is thought to be neutral ized by arg135 in hel ix 3. The proximi ty
of these charged groups is suggested by compact fa 1 di ng of rhodops in in
the bilayer , predicted to form a somewhat elongated li e", depicted in
Figure 21. Thi s structural model presents a framework of proposed
functional domains of rhodopsin. Consideri ng the receptor as an enzyme , a
hinge- bending or flex region (blue) is conceptualized to breach two
binding domains (yellow), one of which is also a regulatory region
(orange) for the molecule.
hypothetical model.
The following lines of evidence suppo t this
1 . Flex ion
Several conformational events are known to occur upon the photo-
isomerization of ll- cis- retinal. The carboxy termi nus becomes more
sensitive to thermolysin digestion following photobleaching (123). Also
met155 (helix 4) and met253 (helix 6) display an increased susceptibility
to CNBr cleavage in bleached rhodopsin compared to the unbleached molecule
(124) . In terms of identifying a hinge- bending domain for rhodopsin, this
area would present the most likely candidate for a region involved in
conformational alterations which influence the protein s activity.
. This hypothesis is supported by cooparison of rhodopsin s primary
sequence wi th those known for other members of the opsi n fami ly,
particularly that of Drosophila (64). The intradiscal (or extracellular)
loop connecting helices 4 and 5 displays the greatest conservation in
prima ry st ructure. In particular, the invariant cysteine residues located
on the latter loop region (cys187) and on the intradiscal loop connecting
helices 2 and 3 (cysllO) have been suggested to play a structural role
(64). Thus , although occluded from contact with the G protein , the
conservation of loop 4- 5 suggests that it may play a critical role in
rhodopsin s function in flex movements.
In contrast , the loop connecting helices 5 and 6 contains an
insertion of 12 amino acids in Drosophila opsin, compared to mammalian
o psi n s eq u e n c e s ( 64 ) . The dramatic divergence in loop 5- , however , is
compatible with its predicted major function to provide flexibility in the
hinge mechanism to allow the conformational changes to occur. Th i s 
consi stent with the observ ati on that transduc in does not block pept ide-
specific antibody binding to this 10op. Furthermore" thermolysi n .
proteolytically clips loop 5-6 at se 140 , an action which inhibits
rhodopsin activation of transducin (125). Cleavage at this site would not
2E. Weiss and L. Johnson , personal communication.
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allow signal transmission of the isomerization event across the 
loop
structure to the appropriate membrane spanning helices
, thereby preventing
the proper conformational changes operating in the hinge- bending
mechani sm. It shaul d be noted that loop 4- 5 and loop 5-6 have the longest
ami no acid sequences predi cted to connect the correspondi ng membrane
hel ices and therefore, of all the 100p structures
, these are the most
likely to have the greatest rotational flexibility which would be required
fo r hinge doma ins.
A final consideration is that helix 7 , containing the retinyl- lysine,
would most likely be a primary element in the initiation of the hinge-
bendi ng movement. Argos 
. (126) have shown that thi s membrane-
spanning domain is only minimally identified as a a helix and thus, the
possibility exists that an alternative conformation is adopted 
upon
photolysis which may promote the hinge- bending motion.
Bindin Domains
For this structural model
, binding domains which interact with
transducin are represented in the cytoplasmic loops, connecting helices 1
and 2 a s we 11 as 3 and 4. Sequence compari son shows that the prima
structures of these regions are remarkably conserved. Ev i dence that
transducin may associate with these loop domains comes from the fact that
while the G protein does not block peptide-specific antibody binding to
loop 5- , its interactions with the receptor does prevent antibody binding
l oop 3- Recent experiments wi th V8 protease al so show that
proteolysis of loop 5-6 is not inhibited by the presence of t
ansducin
suggesting that the latter loop is involved in functions of the receptor
other than bi ndi ng (see above). Thus , loop 5-6 does not appear to be
involved in direct interactions with the G protein
, strengthening the idea
that other loop domains are strong candidates for this function
part i cul arly loop 3-
ul ator Domai n
The fi nal interesting compari son between ops i ns is at the carboxy-
tenni nal tail. These protei ns have a cys-cys sequence
, followed a few
amino acids away by either an asp-asp-
glu or asp-asp sequence
, and then a
serine and threonine rich domain which contains the known 
sites of
phosphorylation in mammalian 
opsins. This data indicates that the general
hydropathy of the cytopl asmic tail has been conserved
, and its probable
regul atory role as well. Phosphorylation of rhodopsin at these sites has
been shown to dimi ni sh the receptor s catalyt i c act iv i ty (53 60).
Recent ev i dence presented by Takemoto and coworkers (127) 
suggests
that synthetic pept ides correspondi ng to specifi c d?na i ns within the
serine and threonine rich region of the 
carboxy-tenninal tail could
i nhi bi t transduci n act iv at; on. This finding indicates that this domain
may be involved in transducin binding as well as the regulation of
rhodopsin s catalytic activity by phosphorylation.
Thus , the C-termi nal
3M. Wes sling-Resnick and G. L. Johnson
, personal observations.
cytoplasmic tail provides the second functional domain which most likely
contributes to forming a transducin binding site , connected by the hinge
region through helix 7.
There is homology in the overall predi cted structures of other G
protei n- cou pl ed receptors and rhodop sin (39 -4 5) . These receptors are al 
predicted to have seven membrane-spanning helices, one of which only
marginally fits the a- helical configuration. These doma ins connect three
analogous cytopl asmi c loops and present the carboxy-termi nus
i ntracellul arly. The carboxy tail for these receptors has been predicted
to contain the sites of phosphorylation by regulatory kinases. The
hypothetical hinge- bending model presented for rhodopsin may also be
considered for these G protei n-coupl e receptors. What this model allows
is some predictive level of addressing functional relationships between
domains of receptors in order to conduct molecular studies, such as site-
di rected mutagenesi s.
Summa 
The ideas presented in this discussion provid a basis for future
scientific direction in studies of the mechanism and regulation of
receptor- GTP- binding protein interactions. The foundation for further
molecular studies has been laid by characterizing the catalytic
interactions between rhodopsin and transducin , the allosteric behavior
witnessed in this system, and the structural parameters involved in G
protei n funct ion. The results presented here permit a hypothetical
framework within which the receptor , rhodopsin , may be modelled as an
enzyme and predictions may be made as to functional domains for its
activity. The hi nge- bendi ng model described provi des the basi s for
~~~ ' '
kinetic , physical and molecular studies.
The concept of 
1 i gand-exchange
catalysis allows the development of a paradigm for studies of other 
protei n-coupl ed receptor systems. It is hopeful that the molecular
of this mode of signal transduction
, relevant to our understanding of
studies of rhodopsin and transducin 
will promote for their understanding
structural relationships in the context of cellular 
function.
' , . . "
APPENDIX I
The most direct and obvious interpretation of the characteristics of
the double reciprocal plots shown in Figures 6 and 7 , is that rhodopsin
catalyzes guanine nucleotide exchange by a double displacement mechanism
and exhibits allosterism with respect to the GTP- binding protein
t ransduc in. The formulation of an initial rate equation for the exchange
react i on is requi red to incorporate both of these experimental cri teri a.
One interpretation of the sigmoidal substrate-velocity curves is that
two transducins (or two Ta subunits) interact in a cooperative manner
during exchange for a single GTPYS. This can be thought of as arising
from dimerization of the GTP binding protein , or dimerization of
rhodopsin , or the presence of two equivalent binding sites for transducin
on a single rhodopsin. The atter idea may be represented by the scheme
depicted below, considering that the binding of the first molecule 
transducin to rhodopsin alters the intrinsic dissociation constant, by a
factor of a, towards a second molecule of transducin.
Rho + T 
KdH
T + T. R ho Tr:: T.Rho'T
aKd
SCHEME I
If the allosteric behavior is due to strong cooperativity between two
sites , that is , if the interaction factor a is small all complexes with
rhodopsin containing a single occupied site will be neglible at
(transducinJ ) Kd. In order to simplify our analysis, we will make this
assumption , as suggested by Segel (78). The justification for this
assumption is based on the goodness of fit to the Hill equation
(demonstrated in the logarithmic plotting form shown in the inset 
Figure 5) as well as the apparent Hill coefficient, determined to be close
to an integer value. The catalyt i c mechani sm can then be expressed in the
scheme presented below , which depicts a double displacement mechanism for
the exchange reaction.
T + T ( G TP Y S )
Rho Rho.T2 (GTPYS)
2T (GDP)
Rho. T2 (GDP)
GDP
SCHEME II
Rho.
In terms of this model, the equation for initial velocity, v a' may be
written:
va = k2 (Rho.T2 (GDP)J = k4 (Rho'T2 (GTPYS)J
The experimental condi t ions we imposed in thi s ki neti c study are such that
the concentrations of substrates, t ransduci n and GTPY S, were much greater
than rhodopsin concentration , and no products, GDP or T (GTP'S), were
present at time = O. This allows straightforward analysis along the
-------
established description of steady-state enzyme kinetics (78). The following r
equati ns may be written in view of the steady-state:
(Rho'T? (GDP)l (Rho.T?J (Rho.T? (GTPYS)ldt = a
d (Rho.T2 (GDP)J/dt = kl (T(GOP)J (RhoJ - k-1 (Rho.T2 (GDP)J - k2 (Rho.T2 (GDP)J
d LRho'T2J/dt = k2 (Rho'T2 (GDP)J - k3 (GTPYSJ(Rho.T2J + k-
3 (Rho.T2 (GTPYS)J
d LRho'T2 (GTPYS)J/dt = k3 (Rho.T2J(GTPYSJ - k4 (Rho.T2 (GTPYS)J - 3 (Rho.T2 (GTPYS)J
By rearrangement and substitution
, the velocity equation may be rewritten:
o = k (T (GDP)J2 Rho
1 + k2
Using the expression for the total concentration of rhodopsin
(RhoJ = (RhoJ + (Rho'T2 (GDP)J + (Rho.T2J + (Rho.T2 (GTPYS)J
the final form of the rate equation may be determined
, which is expressed in
double reciprocal form below
= r + k
V; a k 1 k GDP) + k + k
4 \ GTPYS
We prefer to express this equation as follows:GT GTPYS 
+ 1 
V; max (GT J (GTP YSJ
where
Km 
+ + k
) )
GTPYS
max = (k? + kLl) (RhoJ"
= k + kk3 k2 + k4
,,- ' " ... \,?,~~~ ';'
The rate equation developed is a 2/0 function , describing the
sigmoidicity observed in the substrate-velocity plots. Alternative model 
which yield a similar function should also be considered. One
consideration is that the allosteric behavior may be the result of
hysteresis in the activity of rhodopsin. A di st i ngui shi ng feature of a
hysteri c enzyme is the mani festat i on of an enzyme state wh i ch has a
different physical form and kinetic properties; the availability of this
additional state is altered by the presence of substrate (82). This idea
is depicted in the following scheme:
Rho
' '-----
Rho + GOP + T(GTPYS)
T(GDP) T(GDP cat
TPYS
Rho .T(GDP) Rho.T(GOP)
SCHEME III
As this model suggests , two confonTational isomers of rhodopsi'
exist , of which Rho ' may be considered an inactive form. The
interconversion process Rho Rho is slow compared to all other steps.
T(GOP) binds Rho . to produce Rho
.T(GDP) and to promote the conversion to
Rho.T(GDP), which then participates in the exchange reaction
, generating
the products and the act ive form of Rho. Rabin (128) has discussed this
kinetic model as an extension of Koshland' s induced- fit hypothesis by
._0--_0 
. - , '" ,,
pl acing the restriction that k2 (( k-2, such that k-1/k1 (( k' . Thus
the Kd of Rho'T(GDP) is then smaller than that of Rho ' 'T(GDP) and the
capacity of rhodopsin to bind transducin increases with the progress of
the reaction; that is , the conversion of Rho
.T(GDP) Rho.T(GDP)
causes an increase in the strength of interaction between rhodopsin and
t ransduci n. Since the conversion of Rho into Rho is a function of
transducin concentration , it is possible that the allosteric behavior
witnessed experimentally could also be described by models incorporating
this idea.
----'-. - ' -., " -.. . ' ,, . - ' ' -- 
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APPENDIX I I
. Schreier and Schimmel (129) have discussed the following method for
interpreting binding data which reflect interacting site behavior
(cooperativity) . This phenomenon is clearly indicated by the asymptotic
bell-shaped character observed in Scatchard plots (Figures 10 and 11 , for
exampl e). These plots indicate that the ligand (transducin) binds to one
class of interacting sites as well as at least one other class of
independent sites (non-specific sites). For ease of manipul ation , the
fractional saturation parameter is used to represent B/Bmax. The
variable L represents the concentration of free ligand. For the case of
independent, non- interacting sites may be expressed as:
v =
:i Ka; L
+ Kai L
or v/L 
ni Kai
L. 1 + Kai L
The parameter i refers to the particular class having n sites; Ka , is the
intrinsic association constant of ligand binding to these sites.
Interacting sites arising fran allosteric behavior display ligand binding
characteristics which follow a dependence on ligand concentration given by
a, the interaction exponent:
v = n KaaL a
v/L =
1 + KaaL
n Ka
1 + KaaL
----- . -.
For mixed interacting and non- interacting sites, contribution from each of
these cases must be considered.
I:=
'J =
ni Kai L
1 + Kai L
a a
n Ka L
a a
1 + Ka t
a a-
n Ka L ni Kai
'J / L
a a
1 + Ka L 1 + ai L
Characteristics of this equation are reflected in the Scatchard plots of
transducin binding to rhodopsin. These curves di spl ay a positive slope at
small values of B , bound ligand , reflected in 'J , and a maximum reflecting
the downward curvature predicted by the appearance of a in the equation.
The non-zero intercepts of these plots waul d be represented by the
ni Ki term.
Schreier and Schimmel (129) propose the following method to decompose
such compl i cated plots. If we assume only one class of non- denaturing
sites (non-specific binding):
a a-
n Ka L ' Ka 
'J / L
1 + Ka L 1 + Ka 
The intercepts given by this equation are:
('J / L ) 'J -- 0 
= nK 
'J ( /L) 
-- 0 = n + n
The tangent at 'J /L = 0 may be determi ned:
'J /L 
(n + n (n + n )
Ka - 
- ,. --- . ,_._.._. , "" " - ." - '--' , , " ,. - .- " ' . - .; ;;,. .. ": - . . ' ,,. : "., : ',' -;."' ' - : . , '
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The intercept of the tangent 1 i ne is therefore:
(v / L ) v.- O = (n + n
By determining values for these intercepts , the relationships between n
n , and K permit the calculation of these parameters. Accordi ng ly,
corrections may be made to the original data for contributions from
non-specific binding. An iterative fit may be made in order to refine
the bi ndi ng parameters, reso 1 vi ng data to the form of the Scatchard
equation describing interacting sites.
The Scatchard equation defining the positive cooperative behavior may
be linearized by logarithmic transformation:
log v )
a log (L) - log Kd
where Kd is employed to represent the apparent dissociation constant of
the interacting sites. The parameter a refl ects the Hill coefficient, nH'
Bi ndi ng data corrected as described above was employed to cal cul ate these
parameters. Val ues of n , the number of bi ndi ng sites per receptor, were
always found to be less than 1 , indicating that a'ss,umed B
max values were
greater than described by thi s analysi s, or conversely, overestimated on
the assumption the monomeric rhodopsin provides multiple binding sites for
rhodopsin. Thus , oligomeric forms of the receptor must participate in
creating the class of cooperative binding sites for transducin.
APPENDIX I II
. The non-catalyzed reaction of guanine nucleotide exchange 
transducin must follow descriptions provided by classical kinetics:
T.GDP + GTPYS T.GTPYS + GOP
The initial rate equation for the reaction may be written as follows:
d(T .GTPY SJ
kf LT .GOPJ (GTPY 
The independence of (T.GDPJ and 
LGTPYSJ in linear logarithmic plotting
forms shown in Figures 16 
and 17 implies a dissociative type mechanism for
this reaction. In such a model , the reaction may be envisioned as a two
step process with an activated intermediate
, T , combining with GTPYS in
an essentially irreversible step.
T.GDP GDP
+ GTPYS GTPY S
Cons i deri ng steady-state condi t ions,
d (T J
= k1 (T. GDPJ k2 (T J (GTPY SJ
k1 (T.GOPJ
1 (GDPJ - k 2 LGTPYSJ
'OO' -,
,"._ . ,:-' '" ' -
100
The overall velocity of the dissociation reaction may be described using
the expression of (T
d CT'GOPJ = k1 (T.GOPJ - k- 1 (T J (GOPJ = k1 k2 (GDPJ (GTPYSJ
1 (GOPJ + k2 (GTPySJ
By comparison with the equation for initial velocity, v a' an expression
for kf may be obtained:
kf =
k1 k2
1 (GDPJ + k2 GTPySJ
1:-
,,-
16.
17.
18.
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